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required!of! those! in!higher!education! leadership!positions,! in!order! for! them!to!meet!demands! to!widen!
access!to!education!as!well!as!to!contribute!to!the!social,!cultural,!and!economic!development!of!South!Africa.!
The! selected! sample! was! composed! of! personnel! occupying! the! senior! management! positions! of! ViceY
Chancellor! (VC)! and/or! Principal! and/or! Rector;! Deputy! ViceYChancellor! (DVC)! and/or! ViceYPrincipal;! and!
Faculty!Dean.!The!primary!data!collection!methods!were!both!quantitative!and!qualitative.!The!quantitative!
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set! off! a! wave! of! protest! action! by! throwing! human! excrement! on! a! statue! of! the! 19th! century! British!






































The!causes!vary,!but! it! seems!clear! that!universities!are!grappling!with! several! common! issues! that!have!








In! a! changing!world! full! of! diverse! political! and! economic! systems,! those! in! higher! education! leadership!
positions!are!more!and!more!under!pressure!to!provide!access!as!well!as!contribute!to!the!social,!cultural!
















marketYorientated,! studentYcentred! and! businessYlike!management! and! accountability! strategies,!
while!preserving!their!academic!mission,!focus!and!values!(Segall!&!Freedman,!2007:2).!
!






land,! water,! forests,! and! fisheries),! climate! stress! and! economic! stress! (HomerYDixon,! 2007:11).! Global!




Economic! stresses! like! the! growing! joblessness! among! people! with! university! degrees! have! become! a!
disturbing!trend!in!the!postYapartheid!South!African!labour!market!(Bhorat,!2004;!Pauw!et!al.,!2006).!The!
mismatch!between!what!the!emerging! labour!market!demands!and!what!a!university!education!provides!
seems!to!be!a!vital! challenge.!What! is! striking! is! that,!at!exactly! the!same!time!as! there! is!high!graduate!
unemployment!(and/or!underYemployment),!there!are!also!employers!with!unfilled!vacancies!who!cannot!
find!people!with!the!requisite!personal!attributes!or!skills! (Development!Policy!Research!Unit,!2012).! In!a!
recent! Global! Employability! Survey! (Trendence! Institute,! 2013),! it!was! found! that! almost! 45! per! cent! of!
employers!worldwide!struggle!to!find!people!with!the!right!skills!for!entryYlevel!positions,!and!70!per!cent!





“Eurocentric”! curriculum.! In! a! highly! competitive! global! job! market,! these! demands! might! actually! run!
counter!to!enhancing!the!employability!of!university!graduates.!!
!
Just!as!globalisation!and!technology!have!transformed!other!huge!sectors!of! the!economy! in! the!past!20!
years,! in! the! next! 20! years! universities!will! face! radical! transformation.! ! Competition! among!universities!
around!the!world!has!been! intensifying!for!decades,!and!now!they!fight! for!talent,! research!funding,!and!
global!rankings.!Prominent!examples!of!the!new!world!players,!economically!as!well!as!educationally,!are!
India! and! China! (Fullan! &! Scott,! 2009:5).! A! report! by! the! Organisation! for! Economic! CoYoperation! and!






particularly! skilled! at! not! only! identifying! what! innovations! Y! including! learning! programmes,! research!
initiatives,! engagement! projects,! structures,! approaches,! priorities,! quality! improvements! and! strategic!
4!
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doubt,! recent!developments!have!heightened! the!need! for! greater!understanding!of! change.! In! the! fifth!
edition!of!his! seminal!work,!The%new%meaning%of%educational%change,!Michael!Fullan! (2015)!explores! the!
complexity! and! dynamics! of! change! in! an! educational! system.! Fullan! contends! that! ‘grappling! with!
educational!change! in!selfYdefeating!ways!has!been!the!modal!experience!over! the! last!30!years’! (Fullan,!
2015:83)! and! that! we! are! now! at! a! point! where! ‘the! immediate! future! of! educational! change! is! at! a!





this! question;! however,! a! few! tentative! explanations! have! been! put! forward.! Reilly! (2016)! provides! an!
historical! explanation! for! the! chaos! of! 2015! by! acknowledging! and! analysing! the! inextricable! linkages!
between!South!Africa’s!history!situated!in!the!context!of!the!British!Empire!and!South!Africa!postY1948!under!
National!Party!rule.!By!doing!so,!we!gain!the!ability!to!understand!the!structures!that!have!made!inequality!
in! South!Africa! so! intransigent.!Reilly! (2016)!argues! that!preY1948!education!policy! in! South!Africa!had!a!
complex!history! and! shaped! South!Africa’s! raceYbased! education! system:! ‘this! conjunction! set! important!
precedents!for!the!system!of!Bantu!education!that!would!be!pursued!after!1948,!when!the!National!Party!
began!implementing!its!apartheid!policies’!(2016:3).!Reilly!conclusively!demonstrates!that!after!the!Act!of!
Union! in! 1910,! the! South! African! authorities! simply! prohibited! black! South! Africans! from! studying! at!








Max! Price! (2016)! refers! to! three! factors! that! contributed! to! the! 2015! disruptions.! He! suggests! that! on!
previously! white! campuses,! members! of! various! identity! groups,! particularly! black! South! Africans,! have!






Price’s! second! reason! is! related! to! the! demography! of! the! current! student! population! –! the! ‘bornYfree’!















Thirdly,! particularly! at! historically! black/disadvantaged! universities,! affordability! reached! a! tipping! point!




Whatever! the! precipitating! factors! of! this! identity! activism,! the! underlying! problems! are! a! failure! of!
inclusiveness,! frustration! and! the! lack! of! leadership! to! remedy! the! issues! within! South! African! higher!
education.!!
1.3' Origin'of'the'Idea'
The! South! African! HE! sector! has! been! through! a! tumultuous! time! while! this! research! project! has! been!
ongoing.!Transformation!debates!have!been!raging!throughout!the!sector!since!the!historic!decision!by!the!
University!of!Cape!Town!to!remove!the!Cecil!John!Rhodes!statue!in!2015,!following!pressure!by!the!“Rhodes!
Must! Fall”! movement.! A! few! weeks! later,! Stellenbosch! University,! the! crucible! of! Afrikaner! Nationalist!

































Higher! education’s! power! to! accelerate! national! and! economic! development,! innovation! and! cultural!













































































organisations," changing" little" over" centuries," replicating" epistemologies" and" cultures" through" embedded"
codes"of"practice"(Morley"&"Walsh,"2006)."The"pressure"of"competition"on"universities"is"now"greater"than"
ever,"not"just"because"of"the"global"competition"among"them,"but"also"because"a"range"of"new"players—from"
Massive" Open" Online" Courses" (MOOCs)" providers," such" as" Coursera," to" online" skillsSeducators" such" as"




The" challenges" for" South" African" higher" education" are" framed" by" the" imperatives" of" the" National"
Development"Plan"(NDP)"(South"Africa."National"Planning"Commission,"2012)."Over"the"next"two"years,"R3.8"















































The" impact"and" the"potential"of" these"developments"will" indeed"challenge" those"who" find" themselves" in"
leadership"positions"within"universities."At"every"corner"of"the"educational"landscape,"leadership"will"need"








of" this" research," the" problem" statement," and" an" overview" of" the" contemporary" scene." Chapter" two"will"
consider" literature" relevant" to" this" research;" the" contemporary" literature" will" be" reviewed" and" current"
research" sources" will" be" analysed" for" the" theories" and" gaps" in" knowledge" related" to" leadership" and"
organisational" theory." Further," a" preliminary," consolidated" typology" of" the" various" leadership" theories"









used" to" answer" the" research" questions." This" chapter"will" propose" the" rationale" for" the" quantitative" and"
qualitative"methods"chosen"for"this"study."
"
Section" III" will" contain" the" field" research" data" and" analysis" of" contemporary" higher" education" leader"
characteristics."It"will"begin"in"chapter"six"with"a"detailed"methodology,"data,"and"analysis"for"the"first"phase"
of"the"field"research," i.e.,"the"quantitative"survey." It"will"detail"how"university" leaders"around"the"country"




The"second"phase"of" field"research" is"documented"and"will"be"analysed" in"chapter"seven."This"qualitative"
phase"of"field"research"will" involve"inSdepth,"semiSstructured"interviews"with"a"smaller"pool"of"subjects" in"
higher"education"leadership."It"is"intended"to"illuminate,"enrich,"and"add"texture"to"the"survey"findings"and"











the" most" activelySresearched" leadership" theories" and" evaluates" contemporary" 20thS" and" 21stScentury"
theories,"research,"and"literature"sources"related"to"the"management"and"leadership"of"organisations"in"a"
complex"world."The"aim"of"this"chapter"is"to"draw"together"the"wideSranging"concepts"relating"to"university"






subject" of" academic" enquiry," there" has" been"much" academic" substantiation" of" leadership" knowledge" as"
theory." This" knowledge" comes" from" the" perspectives" of" a" wide" range" of" academic" disciplines," including"
psychology,"sociology,"management,"organisational"psychology,"anthropology,"and"political"science"(Dinh"et"
al," 2014)." The" 21st" century" has"witnessed" paradigm" shifts" in" the" definitions," studies," and" applications" of"
leadership." This" considerable" amount" of" research" is" taking" place" in" universities" where" there" has" been"
considerable" work" in" studying" leadership" practices" and" theory," and" its" occurrence" in" nonSuniversity"
organisations"in"particular"(for"example,"Bass,"1990:1S10;"Alvesson"&"Sveningsson,"2003:1437;"Kotter,"1990;"
&"Yukl,"2006)."This"is"confirmed"by"Gardner"et"al"(2010)"who"demonstrated"in"their"20Syear"review"of!The!






in" other" organisational" sectors" share" common" concerns" about" factors" that" influence" organisational"
effectiveness" and" outcomes," and" the" assumption" that" leadership" has" a" substantial" role" in" the" related"




and" practitioners" claim" that" leadership" is" a" good" thing:" “Leadership" is" vital" for" healthy" organisations”"
(Western," 2013:5)." Leadership" has" traditionally" been" described" in" terms" of" the" traits" of" leaders" or" as" a"






operate" simultaneously" to" influence" the" emergence" of" leadership" phenomena." The" authors" argue" that"
‘attention"to"these"dynamic"processes"as"they"unfold"over"time"and"across"different"levels"of"analysis"is"critical"
because" it" helps" capture" the" complexity" that" defines" real," individual," group," and" organizational" systems’"
(2014:55).""
Another"critique"of"the"development"of"leadership"theory"is"the"lack"of"research"attending"to"process"studies;"
that" is," research" that" focuses" ‘empirically" on" evolving" phenomena" and" [that]" draws" on" theorising" that"
explicitly" incorporates" temporal" progressions"of" activities" as" elements"of" explanation"and"understanding’"
(Langley"et"al,"2013:1)."Put"more"simply,"process"studies"focus"on"how"and"why"things"emerge,"develop,"grow,"






that" is" narrowly" confined" to" one" level" of" analysis" presents" an" overly" restricted," static" understanding" of"
leadership"phenomena."
Leadership"in"South"African"higher"education"requires"the"ability"to"identify"what"reforms"are"needed"to"make"
our"universities"more" competitive"and"more"attractive" for" students" and" for" scholars." Infrastructure,"data"
















and"Nanus" (1997:4)" observe" that" “multiple" interpretations" of" leadership" exist," each" providing" a" sliver" of"
insight"but"each"remaining"an"incomplete"and"wholly"inadequate"explanation”."
"
Literature" on" leadership" in" higher" education" is" often" accompanied" by" the" descriptor" ‘management’."
Middlehurst" (1993)" indicates" that" the" development" of" any" normative" model" of" the" field" requires" the"
consideration"of"both"leadership"and"management,"as"staff"members"appear"to"perceive"a"difference."The"













environment." It" is"about"establishing"direction,"about" ‘doing" the" right" thing’;" it"enables"people" to"
adapt"to,"and"work"with"change"rather"than"resist"it."
"
Alvesson" (2013:107)" argues" that" it" is" possible" for" most" managers" to" mix" elements" of" management" and"
leadership."He"illustrates"this"by"referring"to"the"following"definition"of"the"two"concepts:"
Management"can"get"things"done"through"others"by"the"traditional"activities"of"planning,"organising,"




Although" management" and" leadership" are" different," it" is" evident" that" management" at" all" levels" has" a"
responsibility" for" helping" individuals"make" the" appropriate" linkages" and" thus"managers" have" to" exercise"
leadership." The" broadest" and"most" basic" definition" of" leadership" that" has" been" adopted" is" provided" by"
Northouse" (2013:3):" “the" process" whereby" an" individual" influences" a" group" of" individuals" to" achieve" a"
common" goal”." Although" opinions" vary" widely" concerning" the" differences" between" management" and"








Another" valuable" source" that" distinguishes" between" leadership" and" management" is" Rost" (1993)," who"










A" central" idea" in" Kotter’s" (2008)" work" is" that" the" two" systems" –" management" and" leadership" –" are"
complementary"and"equally"necessary"to"an"organisation’s"success."However,"as"Law"and"Glover"(2000:320)"
observe,"at"the"operational"level"the"differences"remain"unclear:""
Leadership,"management," and"administration" require"different," but"overlapping" skills," knowledge"
and" abilities." However," on" an" operative" level" they" are" poorly" differentiated." Role" confusion" and"
overlap"between" these" roles" and"also" that"of" administrators"may"give" rise" to" conflict"of" interest,"





new" approaches" to" leadership" should" be" explored" in" education," business," government," and" civil" society.""
Generally," a" distinctive" feature" of" ‘leading’" as" described" in" the" educational" research" literature," is" an"















































argues" that" to" predict" behaviour," a" systemic" approach" must" pay" attention" to" the" reciprocal" or" mutual"
causality" among" persons." Furthermore," Bateson" (1972)" argues" that" human" beings" exist" in" a" world" of"
interlocking"sequences"of"action,"or"circuits"of"interaction,"which"over"time"become"guided"by"relational"rules."
"
The" sociologist" Immanuel"Wallerstein" is" one" of" the"major" theorists" of" global" interconnectedness" (Jones,"
2010:19),"the"systemic"early"precursor"to"globalisation"theory."Jones"(2010:22)"argues"that"the"basis"of"the"
Wallerstein" epistemological" argument" for" world" systems" analysis," is" that" social" science" represents" the"
18"
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Within" a"world" systems"approach,"Wallerstein" considers" the"way" in"which" social" change"occurs"between"

































and" that"seems"to" follow" its"own"pattern"of" logic."Management" theory"and"practice" today"are" facing" the"
challenge" that" linear" and" deterministic" ways" of" thinking" about" managerial" problems" may" create" more"
problems"than"they"solve"(Baets"&"Oldenboom"2009:55)."Similarly,"Hassard"and"Pym"(1990)"state"that"the"












In" traditional" hierarchical" organisations," purposes" are" formulated" and"pursued"by" those"who" control" the"
organisation;"however," in" the"current"postSindustrial" context" there" is" shared" responsibility,"which" implies"
shared"purposes"and"a"shared"commitment"to"pursue"the"common"good."Collier"and"Esteban"(2000:209)"put"
forward"the"idea"that"systemic"leadership"is"the"task"of"every"member"of"the"organisation;"however,"there"is"





A"good"example"to" illustrate"this"paradoxical"coexistence"of"hierarchy"and"participation" is" that"of"a"string"


































The" single" most" critical" success" factor" for" management" by" values" (MBV)" is" congruence" between" what"
corporate"leaders"believe,"and"what"their"actions"and"decisions"communicate"that"they"believe,"in"both"the"
short"and"long"term"(Baets"&"Oldenboom,"2009)."Dolan,"Garcia"and"Richley"(2006)"maintain"that"values"are"





















































principals." According" to" agency" theory," losses" to" the"principal" resulting" from" interest" divergence"may"be"
curbed"by" imposing"control"structures"upon"the"agent"(Davis,"Schoorman"&"Donaldson,"1997:20)."Agency"
theory"provides"a"useful"way"of"explaining"relationships"where"the"parties’"interests"are"at"odds"and"can"be"



















































and" stewardship" theory" might" be" necessary," and" theorise" that" a" steward‘s" behaviour" is" collective" (i.e.,"
focused"on"achieving"the"objectives"of"the"organisation),"organisationScentred,"and"autonomous,"and"that"
she" operates"with" high" authority." The" psychological" factors" that" drive" stewards" are" intrinsic"motivation,"
organisation" identification," and" the" use" of" personal" power." Within" this" paradigm," relationshipScentred"
collaboration" within" the" organisation" fosters" proSorganisational" and" trustworthy" behaviour" in" managers"
(Davis,"Schoorman"&"Donaldson,"1997:21)."Stewardship"theory"defines"situations"in"which"managers"are"not"
motivated" by" individual" goals," but" are" stewards,"whose"motives" are" aligned"with" the" objectives" of" their"
principals."Donaldson"and"Davis" (1991)" report" on" an"empirical" test" of" agency" and" stewardship" theory"by"
contrasting"how"these" two"views"address" the"governance"and" incentives"of" the"CEO"and" their" impact"on"
shareholder"return."They"argue"that,"for"CEOs"who"are"stewards,"their"proSorganisational"actions"are"best"
































in" leadership" theory" texts." It" is" a" paradigm" that" reshapes" our" understanding" and" practice" of" leadership’."
Following"from"this,"servant"leadership"holds"the"belief"that"if"the"general"wellSbeing"and"development"of"
























However," Spears" (1998:6)" states" that" ‘these" ten" characteristics" of" servant" leadership" are" by" no" means"
exhaustive’." Barbuto" and" Wheeler" (2006)" combine" these" ten" characteristics" of" Spears" (1995)" with" a"
dimension"termed"‘calling’"–"the"natural"desire"to"serve"others,"which"was"fundamental"to"servant"leadership"












































































either"transformational"or" transactional"and" is" therefore"referred"to"as"the"originator"of" transformational"




Transformational" leaders" are" those" who" stimulate" and" inspire" followers" to" both" achieve" extraordinary"
outcomes" and" in" the" process" develop" their" own" leadership" capacity." This" is" different" from" transactional"
leadership," which" is" about" instrumental" aspects" of" work" and" negotiations"with" subordinates," and" about"
rewards" and" conditions" for" their" contributions."Here," leaders" and" subordinates" are" viewed"as" bargaining"
agents"where" relative" power" regulates" an" exchange" process" as" benefits" are" issued" and" received."Deluga"


















in" military" settings" (Bass," 1985)," more" recent" research" has" suggests" that" ‘transformational" leadership" is"
important"in"every"sector"and"setting’"(Antonakis"&"House,"2002:14).""
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by" exception" (both" active" and" passive);" and" contingent" reward," as" well" as" the" components" of"
transformational"leadership"(Bass"&"Riggio,"2006:19)."
"
Bass" and" Riggio" (2006:20)" note" that" originally" it" was" proposed" that" there" were" three" components" to"
transformational" leadership:" charismaticSinspirational," intellectually" stimulating," and" individually"

































distinct" subSdimensions" of" transformational" leadership," including" vision," inspirational" communication,"
intellectual"stimulation,"supportive"leadership,"and"personal"recognition."
"
Transformational" leadership" has" been" further" developed" by" Bennis" (2009:33)" who" identifies" four" major"
strategies" characteristic"of" transformational" leaders:" (1)"a" compelling"and"clear"vision" through" the"use"of"





















dependency" theory" both" suggesting" that" ‘a" good" deal" of" organisational" behaviour" consists" of" adaptive"
responses" to" environmental" uncertainty’" and" emphasizing" exchange" relations" ‘as" the" primary" source" of"
uncertainty’"(1992:317)."
"A"number"of" theorists"have"embraced"a"contingency"perspective:" the"assumption"that"how"a" leader"and"
organisation"is"structured"depends"on"the"nature"of"the"environment"to"which"it"relates."Contingency"theory"






a" setting."Moreover," leadership" actions" are"not" contingent"or" objective," fixed" situational" variables" in" the"
organisation." Instead," situational" aspects" such" as" employee"motivation" or" task" design" are" interpreted" by"









Hersey" and" Blanchard" developed" a" life" cycle" theory" of" leadership" (1969)," later" renamed" Situational"
Leadership"Theory" (SLT)" (1988),"which"proposes" that" the"optimal"amount"of" task"and"relations"behaviour"
depends"upon"subordinates’"maturity."According"to"Hersey"and"Blanchard"(1993:184),"SLT"is"based"on"the"
interplay" among" the" extent" of" leader" directive" (task)" behaviour," leader" socioSemotional" (relationship)"
behaviour"and"follower"readiness/maturity"for"performing"a"certain"function."They"posit"that"followers"are"
the"most"critical" factor" in" leadership"events."Yukl" (1989:264)"asserts" that" the" theory"has"been"popular"at"
managerial" workshops" but" not" with" leadership" scholars." Northouse" (2013)" notes" the" lack" of" a" strong"








education"has"been"a" recurring"and"dominant" theme" in" the" literature" (Bowen,"2015;" Segall"&"Freedman,"
2007;" HomerSDixon," 2007)." Transitions" in" institutions" of" higher" education" involve" such" matters" as" the"




are" dozens" of" manifestations" of" what" it" could" be:" large," small," tied" to" corporates" such" as" Microsoft,"
underwritten" by" foundations" such" as" the" Aga" Khan" Foundation," focused" on" single" professions" such" as"
medicine," business" or" engineering" –" all" of" these" present" themselves" as" universities’." But" what" makes" a"
university"a"good"university"remains"an"intensely"difficult"question"to"answer.""
"
To" this" end," JeanSFrançois" Lyotard" showed" remarkable"prescience" in" his"work"The!Postmodern!Condition"
(1984)" regarding" the" development" of" the" university" in" an" era" dominated" by" the" rise" of" information"
technology."The"key"insight"that"Lyotard"presents"is"captured"by"a"term"that"has"become"ubiquitous"in"the"
criticism" of" contemporary" educational" practice:" “The" true" goal" of" the" system”" he" writes," “the" reason" it"
programs" itself" like" a" computer" is" the"optimization"of" the" global" relationship"between" input" and"output:"
31"
"
performativity”" (Lyotard" 1984:11)." Barnett" and" Standish" (2003:216)" describe" performativity" as" the" term"
which"aptly"exposes"the"jargon"and"practices"of"efficiency"and"effectiveness,"quality"assurance"and"control,"















The"more"universities" there"are," the" larger" the"higher"education" sector" is." Politicians,"policySmakers," and"






much"organizations"occupy" the" thoughts"of"practicing"executives"and"administrators," and"however"many"
books" for" these" practitioners" have" been" written" about" them," the" theory" of" organizations" occupies" an"





realities"and"complexities"of" realSworld"organisations."Few"studies"have"taken"an" interest" in" leadership" in"
relationship"to"organisational"theory,"preferring"instead"to"focus"on"the"dyadic"relationship"between"leaders"
and"followers"and"thus"leaving"organisational"reality"out"of"the"picture"(Alvesson,"2013:173)."The"continued"









Therefore," I" suggest" that" the" complexities" of" organisational" life" require" a" systemic" approach" as" complex"


















rich;" and" can" be" material" or" informational." Interactions" among" parts" are" usually" though" not"
necessarily"local"and"rich;"and"can"be"material"or"informational."As"individual"parts"respond"to"their"



















Complex" systems"consist"of"a" large"number"of"elements."When" the"number" is"
relatively" small," the" behaviour" of" the" elements" can" often" be" given" a" formal"
description" in" conventional" terms." However," when" the" number" becomes"
sufficiently"large,"conventional"means"(e.g."a"system"of"differential"equations)"not"





on" a" beach" do" not" interest" us" as" a" complex" system." In" order" to" constitute" a"




The" interaction" is" fairly" rich," i.e." any" element" in" the" system" influences," and" is"





























These" theories" attempt" to" explain" mainly" dynamic" systems" that" share" nonSlinearity" characteristics."
Researchers" claim" that" ‘the" modern" workplace" continues" to" change" at" a" radical" and" accelerated" pace’"
(Cartwright"&"Holmes,"2006:199)"and"that"‘less"and"less"of"current"organisational"functioning"can"be"called"





remains" elusive" at" both" the" qualitative" and" quantitative" levels." Nicolis" and" Prigogine" (1989)" state" that"
complexity"is"an"idea"that"is"part"of"our"everyday"experience."‘We"encounter"it"in"extremely"diverse"contexts"
throughout"our" lives," but"most" commonly"we"get" the" feeling" that" complexity" is" somehow" related" to" the"
various"manifestations"of" life’" (Nicolis"&"Prigogine," 1989:6)."A"broad"description" is" provided"by" Luhmann"





and" mathematics" sought" to" apply" a" similar" approach" to" their" areas" of" research" (Styhre," 2002:343).""
Complexity"theory"is"the"study"of"selfSreinforcing"interdependent"interactions"among"adaptive"entities"and"
how" such" interaction" produces" creativity," learning," adaptability," and" change" (Marion" &" UhlSBien:2008)."
Tsoukas," (1998:292)" asserts" that" complexity" theory" brings" to" light" notions" of" nonlinearity," instability,"
disorder," and"unpredictability" to" organisational" descriptions." " According" to" complexity" theory," innovative"





The"distinction"between" ‘simple’"and" ‘complex’" is"not"as"obvious"as"one"might" intuitively" think" (Nicolis"&"
Prigogine,"1989:5)."Cilliers"(1998:2)"suggests"that"many"systems"appear"to"be"simple,"but"reveal"remarkable"
complexity"when"examined"closely" (e.g."a" leaf)."Cilliers"argues" (1998:"viii)" that" if"a" system"can"be"given"a"















Complex" systems" are" systems" consisting" of" interacting" agents" (Solow" &" Szmerekovsky," 2006:52)." Such"
systems" are" ubiquitous," arising" in" the" biological," social," and" physical" sciences." Examples" include" human"
society"with"interacting"people;"an"ecosystem"of"interacting"species;"the"solar"system"in"which"the"planets"
and" the" sun" interact" through"gravity;" a"bee"colony;" the"human"brain" consisting"of" interacting"neurons;" a"













organisational" processes" (Styhre," 2002:" 343)." Complexity" theory" therefore" provides" a"way" to" understand"
universities" as" complex" organisations."McKelvey" (1999)" points" out" that" complexity" theory" is" particularly"








their"environments."Daft" (1998:11)" identifies"complexity" in"organisations"with" the"number"of"activities"or"
subsystems"within" the"organisation"and"asserts" that" it" can"be"measured"along" three"dimensions."Vertical"
complexity"is"the"number"of"levels"in"an"organisational"hierarchy."Horizontal"complexity"is"the"number"of"job"
titles"or"departments"across"the"organisation."Spatial"complexity"is"the"number"of"geographical"locations.""
It" is" important" to"note" that" Schneider"and"Somers" (2006)"described"Daft’s"definition"as" ‘ill" equipped’." To"
remedy" this," the" authors" propose" three" interrelated" building" blocks" to" complexity" theory" –" nonSlinear"
dynamics,"chaos"theory,"and"adaption"and"evolution."





The" shift" from" elegant" mathematical" representations" of" idealized" processes" to" agentSbased"
computational" models" also" allows" organizational" researchers" to" pursue" the" epistemological"
advantages"of"models" and"experiments"without"having" to"assume"away" important" –"or," as" some"
would"say,"essential"–"features"of"organizational"reality"simply"to"make"the"mathematics"tractable."
These" include" idiosyncratic" heterogeneity" among" individuals" of" firms," commonly" eliminated" by"
assuming" homogeneity;" interdependence" among" agents," commonly" eliminated" by" assuming"
independence;" and" the" emergent" outcomes" of" agent" interactions," commonly" ignored" because"
equations"necessarily" focus"on" relations"among"variable"at"a" single" level"of"analysis," treating" fast"
variables"as"insignificant"noise"and"slow"variables"as"unchanging"constants."




an" important" development" for" organizational" scholars" (and" economists)" because" it" provides" theories"











while"others"generate"behaviour" that" is" impossible" to" forecast," though" they" feature"simple" laws"and" few"
actors."













contexts." From" these" studies" they" documented" emergence" within! an" organisation," the" emergence" of!
organisations" and" emergence" across" organisations." Although" the" contexts" of" the" case" studies" vary," this"
pattern" emerges:" organisational" members" or" lowerSlevel" system" participants" interacted," exchanged"
information," and" acted"without" coordination" from" a" central" decider," resulting" in" unintended" changes" at"
higher"levels"within"and"beyond"the"focal"organisation"(Lichtenstein"and"Plowman,"2009:617)."These"dynamic"




Evidently" there" are" variations" in" approaches" which" have" been" discussed" at" length" in" Chapter" 2" of" this"








absorbed" psychology," management," sociology," historical," and" political" science" scholars" for" more" than" a"
century" in" trying" to"determine"what" constitutes" leadership."Although" there"has"been"an"accumulation"of"
38"
"
leadership" theories" and" models" associated" with" individual" and" in" some" instances" group" or" collective"




‘…creating" the" conditions" that" enable" productive," but" largely" unspecified," future" states’" (2001:391)."
Complexity"theory"proposes"that"organisations"are"complex"systems"composed"of"a"diversity"of"agents"who"





physical"and"social"phenomena," to"a"perspective"of" the"world"as"nonlinear"and"organic," characterized"by"
uncertainty"and"unpredictability."Further,"complexity"theory"approaches"leadership"more"holistically;"that"is,"
complex" leaders" foster" (as"oppose"to"determine)"connectivity"among"diverse"agents"and"enable"effective"
coupling"of"structures.""
"
The" construction" of" the" conceptual" framework" is" based" on" complexity" science," which" provides" new"







or"differently" than"existing"management"models" that"are"out" there."McKelvey"cautions"management"and"
organisational"theorists,"that"without"some"clear"‘value"add’,"built"on"a"base"of"high"scientific"activity"and"
based"on"sound"application"to"management"and"organization"science,"complexity"theory"may"just"be"another"


































both"process"and"structure" in" system"development"and"maintenance,"and" the" interdependence"between"
them."NonSsystemic" thinking" tends" to" emphasise" either" change" and" flow"or" permanence" and" stability:" a"
divide"going"back"to"the"preSSocratic"philosophers,"Heraclitus"and"Parmenides."
2.3.4$ Learning$organisations$
Peter" Senge’s" (1990a)" monograph" was" an" important" work" in" the" literature" on" the" subject" of" ‘learning"
organisations’."Scholars"have"proposed"a"variety"of"definitions"for"the"concept."Garvin"defines"the"‘learning"
organisation’"as:"









Both" of" these" definitions" recognise" that" a" learning" organisation" involves" two" key" elements." First," the"
organisation"must"be"effective"at"gathering"and"creating"relevant"knowledge"and"disseminating"it"through"
the"organisational"hierarchy,"thereby"engaging"everyone,"at"all"levels,"in"the"process"of"learning."Second,"the"
organisation" must" be" able" to" evaluate" the" knowledge" and" be" prepared" to" act" on" it," as" appropriate," to"
stimulate"and"guide"change."
"
The" learning"organisation" is" an" ideal" “towards"which"organizations"have" to"evolve" in"order" to"be"able" to"
respond"to"various"pressures”"(Finger"&"Brand,"1999:136)."Watkins"and"Marsick"contend"that"in"a"learning"
organisation," “people" are" aligned" around" a" common" vision:" they" sense" and" interpret" their" changing"











the" capacity" for" individual" and" group" learning" continuously" expands." In" a" learning" organisation," the"

















Learning" takes" place" in" individuals," teams," the" organisation," and" even" the" communities" with" which" the"
organisation" interacts." Learning" also" enhances" an"organisation’s" capacity" for" innovation" and" growth." The"
learning"organisation"has"embedded"systems"to"capture"and"share"learning."
Johnson" (1998:148)" posits" that" Woolner’s" (1995)" fiveSstage" developmental" model" brings" clarity" to" the"







Learning" organisations" do" not" happen" automatically." Watkins" and" Marsick" indicate" that" a" longSterm"
commitment"must"be"made"by" the" leadership"of" the"organisation" (1993:123)." This" is"not" to" suggest" that"
leaders"at"the"top"of"an"organisation"direct"every"move."Senge"(1990b:7)"points"out"that"‘the"old"days"when"
















































Gilley" and"Maycunich" (2000:18)" submit" that" team" learning"allows"organisational"members" to" learn"more"




•! Framing" –" an" initial" perception" of" an" issue," a" situation," a" person," or" an" object" based" on" past"
understanding"and"present"input"
•! Reframing"–"transforming"that"perception"into"a"new"understanding"or"frame"















from" extensive" work" in" the" literature" on" systems" theory" and" allows" organisational"members" to" see" the"
organisation"function"from"a"broader"perspective."This"global"perspective"allows"members"to"see"how"parts"
of"an"organisation"work"together"to"produce"results."Systems"thinking"is"a"critical"skill" in"that"it"takes"into"





the" disciplines" are" not" sufficiently" attended" to" in" the" contexts" of" organisational" activities," processes" and"
practices." More" importantly," little" research" examines" how" the" learning" organisation" concept" and" the"
associated"disciplines"could"impact"higher"education."In"fact,"Love"and"Estanek"contend"that"although"higher"
education"institutions"espouse"learning"as"a"foundation,"“they"themselves"rarely"exhibit"the"characteristics"
of" a" learning"organization”" (2004:51)."Woodward," Love"and"Komives" (2000:86)" support" this" argument"by"



























i.e.," not" rigidly" applied." Ulrich" and" Lake" (1990:40)" describe" ‘organisational" capability’" as" the" “ability" to"
establish" internal" structures" and" processes" that" influence" its" members" to" create" organisationSspecific"
competencies,"and"thus,"enable"the"organisation"to"adapt"to"changing"and"strategic"needs”."They"contend"
that" organizational" capability" includes" people"management," and" the"means" through"which" organisations"
implement"policies"and"procedures"to"develop"and"sustain"employee"commitment.""
"
Dever" (1997:57)" states" that," ‘the" idea" of" a" learning" organization…is" appropriate" for" institutions" whose"
missions" are"devoted"primarily" to" educating" students" and"advancing" knowledge," not"producing" goods"or"
providing" services" for" profit’." He" further" argues" that," unlike" other" quality" improvement" approaches," the"
learning" organisation" is" very" compatible"with" the" ethos" of" higher" education." For" example," using" Senge’s"
(1990,"2006)"framework"for"the"learning"organisation,"Dever"(1997)"contends"that"unearthing"mental"models,"
which"brings"to"the"surface"underlying"values"and"assumptions,"is"a"key"learning"goal"for"students"in"higher"























complex" sets" of" relationships…" [and]" recognizes" the" complementarity" of" various" modes" of" enquiry’." All"







argue" that" often" connections" with" ‘external’" elements" can" be"more" critical" than" those" among" ‘internal’"
components."They"go"further"and"argue"that,"for"many"functions,"the"distinction"between"organization"and"
environment"is"revealed"to"be"shifting,"ambiguous"and"arbitrary."Another"critical"element"Scott"and"Davis"
posit" is" that" an" open" systems" perspective" stresses" the" importance" of" culturalScognitive" elements" in" the"
construction" of" organizations:" ‘Nothing" is"more" portable" than" ideas" S" conceptions,"models," schemas" and"
scripts." Organizations" swim" in" this" cultural" soup" and" continuously" adopt" and" adapt" these" templates"
intendedly"and"inadvertently’"(2007:31)."
A"university"can"be"perceived"as"an"open"system"characterized"by"interactions"between"the"university"and"its"









its" environment" regarding" such" areas" as" governance," policy," curriculum," teaching" and" learning," research"
discovery/clusters,"funding,"technology,"and"so"forth."Further,"there"are"obvious"interactions"between"and"
among"universities" (networks"of" collaboration)" and" their" socioSpolitical" and"economic"environments." The"
open"systems"model"of"a"university"also"takes"into"account"that"individual"universities"could"be"experiencing"
different" types" of" external" influences" and" responding" in" potentially" unique" ways" as" well" as" sharing"
approaches"in"common"with"other"universities."
An"open"systems"perspective"is"less"concerned"with"distinguishing"between"formal"and"informal"structures;"
instead," organizations" are" viewed" as" a" system" of" interdependent" activities." Cilliers" refers" to" these"
interdependent" activities" as" ‘elements" in" the" system’" which," clustered" together," form" the" ‘largerSscale"
phenomena’"(Cilliers,"2008:7)."Some"clusters"are"tightly"connected,"while"others"are" loosely"coupled."At"a"
methodological"level"of"analysis,"the"use"of"an"open"systems"model"reflects"the"value"of"taking"an"approach"










































Context" can"have"varying" impacts"on"an"organisation." The" term" ‘institutional" environment’"describes" the"





the" admissions" policy," or" a" new" requirement," like" mandatory" data" management" plans" required" from" a"

















Universities" face" continual" challenges" to" their" identity" as" a" result" of" social," economic," and" political"









In" the" past" three" decades," scholars" have" described" the" emergence" of" a" ‘new’" institutionalism," and" thus"
institutional"theory"has"developed"into"one"of"the"leading"perspectives"in"organisational"analysis"(Rowan"&"
Miskel,"1999:359)."Scott"(2008:118)"viewed"the"ascendance"of"institutional"theory"as"simply"a"continuation"
and" extension" of" the" intellectual" revolution" begun" during" the" midS1960s" that" introduced" open" systems"
conceptions" into" the" study" of" organisations." Open" systems" theory" transformed" existing" approaches" by"
insisting"on"the"importance"of"the"wider"context"or"environment"as" it"constrains,"shapes,"penetrates,"and"


























Institutions"are" comprised"of" regulative,"normative"and" culturalScognitive"elements" that" together"
with"associated"activities"and"resources"provide"stability"and"meaning"to"social"life.""
These"are"dense"definitions"containing"a"number"of"ideas"that"will"be"discussed"next."Regulative"elements"
stress" rule" setting," monitoring," and" sanctioning" activities." Normative" elements" ‘introduce" a" prescriptive,"
evaluative," and" obligatory" dimension" into" social" life’" (Scott" 2008:54)," and" culturalScognitive" elements"
emphasize"the"‘shared"conceptions"that"constitute"the"nature"of"social"reality"and"the"frames"through"which"
meaning" is"made’" (Scott"2008:57)."Particular" institutions"are"made"up"of"different" combinations"of" these"
institutional" elements," depending"on" the" type"of" institutional" order" they" support." Each"offers" a"different"
rationale" for" claiming" legitimacy," whether" by" virtue" of" being" legally" sanctioned," morally" authorised," or"
culturally"supported"(Scott"2008:51).""
Scott"(2005:460)"argues"that"institutional"theory"attends"to"the"deeper"and"more"resilient"aspects"of"social"




As"alluded"to"earlier," the"roots"of" institutional" theory"run"richly"through"the"formative"years"of" the"social"
sciences,"enlisting"the"insights"of"scholars"like"Karl"Marx,"Emile"Durkheim"and"Max"Weber."For"the"purposes"
of"this"research,"Durkheim’s"characterisation"of"educational"institutions"in"society"is"illuminating:"
Education" has" varied" infinitely" in" time" and" place…Today," it" tries" to" make" of" the" individual" an"
autonomous"personality." In"Athens,"they"sought"to"form"cultivated"souls," informed,"subtle," full"of"
measure"and"harmony,"capable"of"enjoying"beauty"and"the"joys"of"pure"speculation;"in"Rome,"they"
wanted" above" all" for" children" to"become"men"of" action," devoted" to"military" glory," indifferent" to"
letters" and" the"arts." In" the"Middle"Ages," education"was"above"all" Christian;" in" the"Renaissance" it"


























Scott" (2008:132)" discusses" a" number" of" factors" that" affect" the" amount" of" complexity," hierarchy," and"
coordination" evident" in" an" institutional" sector" and" the" types" of" controls" that" agencies" exercise" over" the"
relevant" population" of" organisations" in" a" sector." The" factors" he" mentioned" include" market" conditions,"
political"traditions,"the"technologies"available"for"use"in"a"sector,"and"a"variety"of"other"conditions.""
2.4.1$ Legitimacy$
‘Organizations" require"more" than"material" resources"and" technical" information" if" they"are" to" survive"and"









that" legitimate" power" systems." Scott" (2007:47)" synthesises"Weber’s" view" in" detail" and" asserts" that" only"
traditional"and"rationalSlegal"authority"relations"are"sufficiently"stable"to"provide"a"foundation"for"permanent"
administrative" structures," according" to" Weber." Weber’s" typology" of" authority" is" of" interest" to" the"








inherited" from" the" past" will" constitute" part" of" the" initial" conditions" in" the" processes" leading" to" new"
institutions’."Views"concerning"institutional"construction"vary"greatly,"but"can"roughly"be"grouped"into"two"











explanations" for" the" structure" and" function" of" higher" education" institutions" in"modern" societies." Higher"
education"is,"and"has"been,"the"central"cultural" institution"of"the"modern"system."Over"many"centuries," it"
links"an"everSexpanding"set"of"specific"activities,"roles,"and"organisations"to"a"universal"and"cultural"core."And"
it" defines" categories" of" certified" persons" as" carrying" these" linkages" and" as" possessing" both" the" relevant"
cultural"core"and"the"specific"authority"and"capacity"to"carry"out"the"roles."
"
The" institutional" perspective,"more" than" others," emphasises" the" importance" of" the" social" context"within"
which"organisations"operate,"and"several"elements"can"be"highlighted"when"thinking"about"universities"as"
institutions." First," attention" can" be" more" directed" to" global" and" national" frames" that" provide" higher"
education,"and"especially"the"university,"with"a"compelling"rationale."From"the"classic"medieval"institution"to"
the" present" day," universities" have" not" been" only" local" institutions" –" but" a" much" broader" cultural" and"
civilisational"mission"has"always"informed"higher"education."Its"legitimacy"and"its"development"throughout"
history"have"been"linked"to"enacting"this"broader"mission,"which"today"includes"the"idea"that"universities"are"
sites" for" developments" that" lead" to" social" progress." Second," the" university" as" institution" is" increasingly"
standardised" around" the" world." While" communities" and" countries" vary" with" respect" to" resources" and"

























traditional" forms"of" leadership"will"need"to" ‘advocate" fuller"and"more" integrative" focus" that" is"multilevel,"
multicomponent,"and"interdisciplinary"and"that"recognizes"that"leadership"is"a"function"of"the"leader,"the"led,"







incremental" influence"of" a"boss" toward" subordinates,"but"most" important" it" is" the" collective" incremental"
influence"of"leaders"in"and"around"the"system’."The"focus"of"‘in"and"around’"the"system"provides"an"important"
ground"for"the"conceptual"model"of"leadership"proposed"in"this"study."While"most"studies"focus"on"the"dyadic"





























Definitions" and" approaches" to" organisations" and" institutions" were" explored" for" this" research." It" can" be"
concluded" that" organisations" are" vital" mechanisms" for" pursuing" collective" goals" in" modern" societies."
Organisations" encompass" generic" social" processes" but" carry" them" out" by"means" of" distinctive" structural"
arrangements."Since"the"primary"question"of"this"research"looks"at"the"competencies"required"for"leadership"
to" enhance" organisational" capability" within" South" African" universities," it" was" critical" to" understand" the"
complexities"of"organisations"as"systems"that"shape"this"research"project."Effective"leadership"is"difficult"in"a"



















the"case"that"university" leadership"merits"attention." I"discussed"the"characteristics"of"complex"systems" in"


























































































as" leadership." Further," the" philosophies" of" holism" and" organisations" were" described" relative" to" the"
understanding"of"complexity."Chapter"three"builds"on"chapters"one"and"two"and"begins"with"a"brief"overview"




























research" process" adopts." Reflexivity" is" characterised" by" different" types" of" recursive" turns" each" providing"
different"insights"and"perspectives"(Alvesson"&"Sköldberg,"2010:5).""Reflexivity"also"allows"the"researcher"to"
reflect"about"how"her"role"in"the"study,"and"her"personal"background,"culture"and"experiences"hold"potential"








to" view" the" selected" research" design" and" execution." Scientists" have" to" submit" their" research" decisions"








Choosing" a" paradigm" or" tradition" primarily" involves" assessing" which" paradigms" best" fit" with" your" own"
assumptions"and"methodological"preferences’"(2009:224)."Understanding"the"implications"of"this"choice"is"
important"for"reflexive"and"responsible"scientific"inquiry.""
It" is" acknowledged" that" the" term" ‘science’" often" reflects" two"meanings:" science" as" a" product" (scientific"
knowledge)"and"science"as"an"onSgoing"process"(scientific"research)."Bechara"and"Van"de"Ven"propose"that"




propositions" (factual" statements,"hypotheses,"models," theories," laws),"which,"at"a" specific" time" is"
accepted"by"the"scientific"community"(for"instance"the"community"of"sociologists"or"psychologists),"
as"being"valid"and"reasonably"correct"(Mouton,"1996:13)."







Philosophers" of" science" have" different" views" on" the" degree" of" interconnectedness" of" these" various"
components." At" one" end" of" the" spectrum" is" the" ‘logical" positivist’" view" that" science" is" an" axiomatic" or"
deductive"system"where"all"the"elements"can"be"deductively"inferred"from"a"few"core"axioms"and"postulates."
At"the"other"end"of"the"spectrum,"we"find"various"views"that"interpret"science"as"a"“loosely"held"network"or"
‘web’" of" related" statements”" (Mouton," 1996:14)." An" understanding" of" the" complex" phenomena" being"
investigated" can" be" enhanced" by" engaging" the" perspectives" of" diverse" scholars" and" stakeholders."
Appreciating" these" diverse" perspectives" often" requires" communicating" across" different" philosophical"
positions."It"also"requires"maintaining"the"various"intellectual"differences"that"not"only"create"an"opportunity"
for"exchange,"but"also" for" the"productive" interplay"of"perspectives,"models,"and"world"views" (Alvesson"&"
Sköldberg,"2010)."In"the"next"section,"the"overarching"philosophical"ideas"of"various"positions"are"discussed."""
3.2.1$ Logical$positivism$and$the$ideal$of$unified$science$






‘logical"positivism’."Alvesson"and"Sköldberg" identified" the"key"concepts"of"positivism"as" ‘theory"and"data,"





as" true" if" different" researchers" are" able" to" replicate" a" study" and" get" the" same" results." Positivists" hold" a"
deterministic"philosophy"whereby" causes"determine"outcomes"or"effects" and" the"need" is" to" identify" and"
assess"the"causes"that"influence"outcomes,"such"as"those"found"in"experiments."Logical"positivists"founded"

























society’" where" no" dominant" paradigm" is" sacred" (FrankfortSNachmias" &" Nachmias," 1996:19)." Critical"
rationalism" (as" his" school" of" thought" is" called)" posits" that" science’s" goal" of" discovery" through" universal"
statements" proceeds" by" deduction" and" falsification" and" that" scientific" progress"must" therefore" proceed"











chapter."These" schools" include"historical" relativism," social" constructivism,"postmodernism," critical" theory,"
and"hermeneutics"(Bechara"and"Van"de"Ven,"2007:"46)."The"broad"category"of"relativism,"typically"associated"
with" qualitative" approaches," breaks" away" from" the" positivist" assumption" that" scientific" knowledge" is"





speak" from" meanings" shaped" by" social" interaction" with" others" and" from" their" own" personal" histories’"













research." The" study" of" paradigms" is"what"mainly" prepares" the" student" for"membership" in" the" particular"
scientific"community"for"which"he"[sic]"will"later"practice’."""
"
A" ‘paradigm’" is" a" cluster"of"beliefs" for"a" scientist" in"a"particular"discipline"and" influences"what" should"be"
studied,"how"research"should"be"done,"and"how"results"should"be"interpreted"(Bryman,"2012:630)."Mouton"
asserts"that"the"notion"of"‘paradigm’"is"derived"from"the"field"of"language."A"‘paradigm’"case"refers"to"a"model"






Kuhn" is" probably" the"most" influential" relativist." Historical" relativism" ‘made" scientific" knowledge" a" social"
phenomenon"in"which"science"became"a"subjective,"and,"to"varying"degrees,"an"irrational"enterprise’"(Suppe"
1977:705)."Kuhn"described"normal"science"as"a"puzzleSsolving"process"and"found"that"paradigms"(like"puzzles)"
have" a" predetermined" solution:" One" of" the" things" a" scientific" community" acquires"with" a" paradigm" is" a"
criterion" for"choosing"problems"that,"while" the"paradigm" is" taken" for"granted,"can"be"assumed"to"have"a"
solution"(Kuhn,"1970:37)."Consequently,"studies"that"don’t"find"expected"outcomes"are"usually"not"published,"




















(1922S1974)" is"an" important"philosopher"of"mathematics"and"one"of" the"most" influential"philosophers"of"























legacy"of"pragmatism"and"a" concern" for" concrete," empirical" fieldwork" that"had"a"major" influence"on" the"
Department"of"Sociology"there"(Babbie"&"Mouton,"2001:55)."The"influence"of"the"Chicago"school,"as"it"came"

























The" presupposition" and" tendencies" of" pragmatism" are" distinctly" realistic;" not"
idealistic…Instrumentalism"is"thus"thoroughly"realistic"as"to"the"objective"or"fulfilling"conditions"of"
knowledge"(Dewey,"1905:324)."










“applies" to" mixedSmethods" research" in" that" inquirers" draw" liberally" from" both" quantitative" and"
qualitative"assumptions"when"they"engage"in"their"research”"(2014:11)."






Pragmatic" researchers"are"more" likely" to"promote"collaboration"among"researchers," regardless"of"







critiques" primarily" generated" by" European" socialScultural" theorists" challenged" many" of" the" central"
assumptions"underlying"contemporary"social" science."According" to"Bechara"and"Van"de"Ven,"perhaps" the"
strongest"negation"of"positivism"is"postmodernism,"which" is"sceptical"of"modern"science,"technology,"and"
social"transformations"produced"by"the"Enlightenment"(2007:48)."WellSknown"names"in"postmodernism"are"
Derrida," Foucault," Deleuze," and" Lyotard;" Nietzsche" was" the" early" guiding" spirit." They" reacted" against"
rationalism,"utopianism,"and"the"tendency"to"base"everything"on"a"scientific"approach"(Baets,"2006:27)."
Current"debates"between"postmodernists"and"modernists"in"social"theory"have"their"origins"in"the"influential"
Lyotard" critique"of"modernism,"entitled"The!PostGmodern!Condition," in"which"he"attempts" to"analyse" the"
underlying" conditions" of" modern" knowledge." At" the" heart" of" the" postmodern" critique" of" the" positivist"
































that" a" single" object" reality" exists;" however," the" approach" by"most" realists" is" still" very" different" from" the"















Du" PlooySCilliers" (2014:32)" contends" that" critical" realists" propose" there" are" certain" institutions" (such" as"
schools,"churches,"the"family,"and"so"on);"practices"(religious"practices"such"as"weddings,"cultural"practices"
such"as"rites"of"passage,"and"so"on);"and"ideologies"(dominant"ideas"such"as"capitalism)"to"which"members"of"












forward"the" idea"that"realism"is"a"philosophical"theory"that" is"partly"metaphysical"and"partly"empirical." In"









The"charaterisation"of" scientific" realism"given"by" "Bas"C."van"Fraassen" (1980)" is"a" solid"definition:"
Scientific"realism"is"the"position"that"scientific"theory"construction"aims"to"give"us"a"literally"true"story"
of"what" the" "world" is" like," and" that" acceptance"of" a" scientific" theory" involves" the"belief" that" it" is"
true…According"to"the"realist,"when"someone"proposes"a"theory,"he"is"asserting"it"to"be"true…the"
idea"of" a" literally" true" account"has" two"aspects;" the" language" is" to"be" literally" construed;" and" so"
construed,"the"account"it"true"(9,"10)."""
"
Pragmatists," constructivists," and" scientific" realists" agree" that" scientific" research" always" occurs" in" social,"












































































































































rational" intuitive" expansion" conservation"
analysis" synthesis" competition" cooperation"
reductionist" holistic" quantity" quality"




Holism," as" an" approach" to" gaining" understanding," has" been" around" for" at" least" as" long" as" reductionism."
Jackson" (2006:650)" summarises" holism" well" by" explaining" that" the" ancient" Greek" philosopher" Aristotle"
reasoned"that"the"parts"of"the"body"only"make"sense"in"terms"of"the"way"they"function"to"support"the"whole"




theory’" and"Wiener’s" (1954)" ‘cybernetics’" did" holism" regain" a" degree" of" scientific" respectability."Modern"























































Individual" or" subjective" consciousness" does" not" exist" in" a" vacuum." Wilber" (2001)" notes" that" individual"
consciousness" is" inextricably" linked" with" the" objective" organism" and" brain" (upper" right" quadrant);" with"
nature,"social"systems,"and"environment"(lower"right"quadrant);"and"with"cultural"settings,"communal"values,"
and"worldviews"(lower"left"quadrant).""Wilber"(2001)"skillfully"crafts"a"compelling"argument"as"to"how"each"
of" these" quadrants" have" numerous" waves," streams" and" types." In" his" books," such" as" A" Brief" History" of"








































the" development" of" the"model." Emergence" is" widely" recognised" in" the" literature" as" complexity" theory’s"
‘anchor"point"phenomenon’"(Chiles,"Meyer"&"Hench,"2004:502)."The"American"School3"which"consists"largely"
of" scholars" associated"with" the" Santa" Fe" Institute"emphasises" this" agent" selfSorganisation" absent"outside"
influence."In"its"simplest"form,"emergence"is"a"systemic"process"through"which"properties"and,"or"structure"
come"into"being"that"are"unexpected,"given"the"known"attributes"of"component"agents"and"environmental"
forces."Mihata" (1997:31)" provides" a" useful" summary" of" previous" reviews" of" emergence" in" sociology" and"
management:""
The"concept"of"emergence" is"most"often"used"today"to"refer"to"the"process"by"which"patterns"or"
globalSlevel" structures" arise" from" interactive" localSlevel" processes." This" “structure”" or" “pattern”"
cannot"be"understood"or"predicted"from"the"behaviour"or"properties"of"the"component"units"alone...."






































and"AlSQaeda,"by"Marion"and"UhlSBien."The"authors"argue" that" the" Islamic"militancy" spawned"a"complex"
structured"organisation"whereby"various"dynamics"(and"several"key"events"served"as"catalysts"to"speed"up"
the"emergence)"enabled"reformulation"and"selfSorganisation"of"the"Islamic"group"and"its"ideologies."Similarly,"






















It" is" important" to" clarify," in" a" reflexive"way," the" choices" I" have"made" that"will" guide" this" research." After"















































•! Leading" these" new" networkSorientated" organisations" is" quite" different" from" giving" direction" in"
organisations"characterised"by"traditional,"functional,"hierarchical"leadership.""
•! In"a"world"of"complexity,"change"leaders"are"asked"to"tackle"a"much"greater"variety"of"problems."








Philosophy" of" science" is" a" study" of"what" underlies" choice," and" in" both" leadership" and" research," choices"
abound."In"this"chapter,"I"have"reviewed"some"of"the"reasons"why"positivism"and"relativism"were"abandoned"

















Having" reviewed" the" literature" in" chapter" two," and"proposed" a" critical! realist" approach,"within" a" holistic"
paradigm"as"a"basis"for"this"research"in"chapter"three,"this"chapter"builds"on"the"preceding"work,"in"putting"
forward"a"conceptual"model"drawing"upon"ideas"and"concepts"from"complexity"science"and"holism."I"have"
chosen" to" interpret"holism"using"Ken"Wilber’s" (2000)"approach;"he"defines"holism" as" an"eternal"dynamic"





















through" many" iterations" of" random" interactions" between" agents" operating" within" the" system." These"
interactions"often"take"the"form"of"clusters"of"elements"which"coSoperate"with"each"other,"and"also"compete"











adaptive" systems," this"model" also"accepts" that" to" facilitate" their" functional" role," leaders"must"be"able" to"
create"cellular"networks5"as"suggested"by"Miles"et"al."(1999:163)."McKelvey"(2010)"effectively"demonstrates"
that"leaders"need"to"learn"how"to"promote"agent"heterogeneity"and"enable"connectionist"networking,"selfS


























of" life" and" can" act" alone" to"meet" a"particular" need."However," by" acting" in" concert," cells" can"perform"more" complex"
functions" (1999:162)." A" ‘cell’" is" a" team," department," strategic" business" unit" or" firm" which" has" an" entrepreneurial"
responsibility" to" the" larger" organization." A" ‘cellular" network’" has" to" be" able" to" ‘reorganize" continually’;" requires"














to# leaders.# The# mechanistic# performance# has# been# subdivided# into# financial# performance# and# innovative#
potential.#The#final#quadrant#focuses#on#systemic#performance.#The#themes#relate#directly#to#systemic#concepts#
of# performance,# such# as# sustainable# development,# social# responsibility,# knowledge# management# and#

















As# can#be# seen# from#Figure#4.2,# cells# interact#with# each#other# in#multiple# and# complex#ways.# In# considering#
leadership#in#higher#education,#this#conceptual#model#posits#two#levels#of#analysis#that#together#comprise#the#
targets#for#leaders:#these#are#the#(1)#externalJinternal#and#(2)#individualJcollective#axes#(see#Figure#4.1).#The#top#














































































themes# give# clarity# and# elaborate# upon# the# major# components# of# the# model.# This# section# will# treat# these#
important#sub<themes#in#detail#and#explain#their#roles#within#the#model.##
4.5.1$ Values:$Diversity$and$Complexity$
Diversity:# Although# South# Africa# is# a# complex# mix# of# cultures# and# subcultures,# the# dominant# management#
practices#are,#for#historical#reasons,#Anglo<American#(Booysen#1999:15).#I#suggest#that#after#more#than#a#century#
of#oppression#and#racial#conflict,#South#Africa#is#ready#to#move#beyond#an#assimilationist#approach#and#address#






A#second#assumption# is# that#diversity#and# inclusion#will#benefit# the#moral,# social,#and#economic# fabric#of# the#
higher# education# sector# and# that# they# are# therefore# a# worthwhile# organisational# challenge.# In# a# diverse#
workforce,#people#from#different#cultural#or#social#groups#are#forced#to#interact#with#one#another#constantly.#It#
has#become#a#truism#that#being#around#those#unlike#ourselves#can#increase#creative#thinking,#enhance#discovery,#





Diversity# can# be# operationalised# in# various# ways,# such# as# demographically# (e.g.,# diverse# cultural# and# ethnic#
groups,# races,# genders,# or# ages)# or# intellectually# (e.g.,# variations# in# intellectual# viewpoints# or# professional#
expertise).#Seeking#demographic#diversity#has#many#benefits,# including#combating#effects#of#past#and#present#













of# the# university# as# a# complex# system,# diversity# in# the# system# is# essential.# Complex# systems# thrive# on# the#




Complexity:# In#Chapter#2,# I#make#the#case# for#a#complexity#perspective.# I#argue#that#universities#are#complex#










a#view#that# sees# ‘leadership#as#an# influence#process# that#arises# through# interactions# across# the#organisation;#
leadership# happens# in# the# ‘space# between’# people# as# they# interact’# (2011:2).# Complexity# science# empowers#
individuals#by#demonstrating#how#they#can#alter#a#system,#collectively#making#new#things#happen.#Goldstein,#
Hazy#and#Lichtenstein#agree#with#this,#writing:#‘…what#is#exciting#about#the#advent#of#complexity#science#is#that#































skills,# and# apply# our# talents# responsibly’.# Further,# these# authors# assert# that#most# people# show# considerable#






human#motivation# and# personality# that# uses# traditional# empirical#methods…its# arena# is# the# investigation# of#

















Complexity# leadership# requires# fostering#close#patterns#of# interdependence#between#organizational#actors# in#
order# to# better# understand# complex# problems# and# coordinate# responsive# actions# within# the# social# system#
(Clarke,#2013:#139).#Therefore,#leadership#and#teamwork#are#critical#to#the#organisational#network#in#capitalising#
on# the# intelligence# that# is#available.#From#a#complexity#perspective,# teamwork# is# seen#as#central# to#different#











The# mechanistic# quadrant# is# more# traditional# and# is# divided# into# the# financial# performance# and# innovative#
potential# constructs.# Financial# performance# has# developed# into# a# critical# feature,# especially# since# the#


















argues# in#Capital6 in6 the6 21st6 Century:# ‘To#maintain# a# competitive# edge# in# a# rapidly# transforming# knowledge#
economy,#countries#need#to#invest#more#in#quality#education.#Not#even#minimum#wage#schedules#can#multiply#
wages#by# factors#of# five#or# ten:# to#achieve# that# level#of#progress,#education#and# technology#are# the#decisive#
factors.’#(2014:313).#Education#is#the#only#hope#for#South#Africa.#Universities#have#to#create#the#leadership#that#
can#somehow#create#the#good#jobs#that#will#make#a#better#life#for#all.#
Education# funding# is# a# point# of# contention# in# many# countries,# with# student# debt# often# crippling# the# living#
standards#of#many#graduates,#however#some#countries#appear#to#be#getting#it#right#(Gibbons,#2016).#Universities#
were# at# high# risk# of# students# being# unable# to# complete# the# 2016# academic# year,# which# would# have# had# a#
catastrophic# financial# toll#on# institutions#as#well# as#on#productivity,#wasted#overheads,#delayed#degrees,#and#



























stimulate# innovation# in# complex# systems.# In# this# research,# the# authors# argue# that# for# adaptation# to# occur,#
effective#leadership#must#create#a#system#in#which#appropriate#collections#of#knowledgeable#individuals#can#be#
brought# together# and# allowed# to# act# with# minimal# friction# and# under# conditions# that# ‘catalyse# innovation’#
(2010:15).#The#model#that#Surie#and#Hazy#propose#yields#fresh#insights#into#the#dynamic#processes#underlying#
innovation# in# that# it# suggests# that# it# is# not# simply# the# composition# of# the# team# or# the# ability# to# increase#
interactions#but#how#interactions#are#managed#and#regulated#that#leads#to#innovation.#Moreover,#rather#than#
focusing#on#individual# interactions#between#leaders#and#followers,#their#perspective#on#generative# leadership#





















This# new# perspective# expands# the# potential# for# creativity# and# positive# change# within# an# organisation.# The#
conceptual#model#aims#to#highlight#the#dynamic#and#ever<changing#process#of#leading.##This#view#is#borrowed#














The# final# quadrant# focuses# on# systemic# performance:# the# constructs# relate# directly# to# concepts# such# as#





Within# this# classic#management# paradigm,# there# is# very# little# space# for# innovation# around# values# and# social#
responsiveness.#However,#it#is#now#imperative#that#universities#contribute#to#the#wider#societal#needs#of#South#
Africa.#In#a#country#that#grapples#with#the#contradictions#of#incredible#prosperity#and#deepening#levels#of#poverty,#







students# to# reflect# as# a# dimension# of# their# knowledge# of# their# particular# course’# (2010:90).# This# study# is#
persuasive,#and#its#authors#argue#that#much#more#space#in#the#curriculum#should#be#established#to#explore#a#
wide#range#of#issues,#including#social#justice#issues,#e.g.#poverty#and#inequality,#to#North<South#relations,#diversity#
and# transformation,# and# the# ability# to# think# critically# about# them# in# both# the# South# African# and# the# global#




Knowledge6and6Learning:#McKelvey#asserts# that# in# the#post<industrial#era,# the#success#of#an#organisation# lies#









































entities# that# can# interact#with#other# cells# and# change#behaviour# (i.e.# learn)# as# a# result# of# those# interactions.#
Further,# they#argue#that#one#can#define#the#cells#as#any# ‘level’#of#organisation,# including,# for#example:# traits,#
individuals,#procedures#or#routines,#decision<making#units,#systems,#firms#and#so#forth.#Eventually#all#interactions#
lead#to#the#same#cell#–#the#leader.#The#cells#in#the#system#interact#with#one#another#and#the#outside#world,#which#






which#we#view# leadership.# It# is# therefore# the# implications#of# complexity# thinking# that# I# have#argued# for,# as# I#
believe#the#shift#from#a#linear#simplistic#attitude#to#a#nonlinear#complex#one#is#significantly#more#challenging#than#

















wisdom,# or# the# decentralisation# of# decision<making,# is# a# better# option# than# allowing# leadership# to# be#
encapsulated# in# an# individual,# since# human# beings# are# not# perfectly# designed# decision# makers.# Further,#









in# often# fast<changing# environments)# the# outcome# is# probabilistic# rather# than# deterministic.# I# contend# that#
studying#leadership#without#the#specific#inclusion#of#these#quadrants#limits#the#scope#of#knowledge#in#this#area.#
Thus,# leadership#cannot#be#built#exclusively#around#controlling#the#future;#rather# it#depends#on#being#able#to#




Finally,# in# Scott’s# (2004)# overview# of# the# development# of# the# study# of# organisations,# he# argues# strongly# for#
increased#attention#to#the#relationships#through#which#organisational#activity#is#conducted.#Making#interactions#
and#relationships#primary#creates#a#new#avenue# for#standards# in#organisations.#Whereas#previous# leadership#
studies# have# focused# on# the# individual,# the# conceptual#model# proposed# here# is# based# on# relationships# and#








as# adapted# by# Baets# for# the#management# context.# The#model# consists# of# four# quadrants# and# each# of# these#
quadrants# speaks# to# various# themes.# The# model# acknowledges# the# dynamic# interactions# within# a# complex#
system,#such#as#a#university,#between#the#various#agents#in#the#system.#To#facilitate#their#functional#role,#leaders#
must#be#able#to#create#cellular#networks;#these#can#be#between#the#leaders,#followers,#and#others#in#the#system.#
Self<organisation# and# the# emergence# of# order# are# the# products# of# many# iterations# of# random# interactions#
















The# purpose# of# this# research# is# to# investigate# and# validate# a# conceptual# model# that# includes# the# primary#
competencies# required# by# leadership# in# higher# education.# Further,# I# explore# the# predominant# models# of#
leadership# applied# by# leaders# in# higher# education# today,# thereby# deepening# knowledge# on# organisational#
leadership# and# leadership# development# theory# and# practice# in# higher# education.# Finally,# I# synthesise# a#
description#of# leadership#as#a#cogent#model# for#South#African#higher#education# institutions.#To#achieve#these#
objectives,#the#explanatory#mixed<method#research#methodology#is#adopted:#‘the#data#analysis#procedures#in#



















































































and# administration# of# the# faculty# in# all# matters,# including# teaching# and# learning,# research,# community#
engagement,#and#involvement#in#the#profession.##Additionally,#Deans#are#expected#to#participate#fully#in#broader#










traditional# and# emergent# areas# taught# and# researched# through# universities);# institutional6 age# (19th# to# 21st#
















$$ Designated$Title$ Higher$Education$Institution$(HEI)$ Type$$
(Historical)$
Gender$ Race$




3# Dean## University#of#Cape#Town# HWU7# Female# Foreigner#
4# Dean# University#of#Cape#Town# HWU# Female# White#
5# Dean# Stellenbosch#University# HWU# Female# White#




8# Dean## University#of#the#Western#Cape# HBU# Male# White#




11# Dean# Stellenbosch#University# HWU# Male# Coloured#
12# Dean# University#of#Cape#Town# HWU# Male# White#













$$ Designated$Title$ Higher$Education$Institution$(HEI)$ Type$$
(Historical)$
Gender$ Race$
17# Dean# Rhodes#University# HWU# Male# White#










22# Deputy#Vice<Chancellor# Rhodes#University# HWU# Female# White#
23# Vice<Chancellor# University#of#Fort#Hare# HBU# Male# Black#
24# Deputy#Vice<Chancellor# University#of#Fort#Hare# HBU# Male# Foreigner#
25# Dean# University#of#the#Western#Cape# HBU# Male# Indian#
26# Dean# Stellenbosch#University# HWU# Male# Coloured#
27# Vice<Chancellor# Sol#Plaatje#University# N/A# Male# Coloured#




30# Deputy#Vice<Chancellor# University#of#the#Western#Cape# HBU# Male# White#
31# Deputy#Vice<Chancellor# University#of#Cape#Town# HWU# Female# White#
32# Dean# University#of#the#Free#State# HWU# Male# Coloured#
33# Vice<Chancellor#and#
Principal#
Central#University#of#Technology# HBU# Male# Black#
34# Deputy#Vice<Chancellor# Central#University#of#Technology# HBU# Male# Foreigner#
35# Dean# University#of#the#Free#State# HWU# Male# White#
36# Dean# University#of#the#Free#State# HWU# Female# White#
37# Vice<Rector# University#of#the#Free#State# HWU# Male# Coloured#
38# Dean# University#of#the#Free#State# HWU# Male# Black#
39# Dean# University#of#the#Free#State# HWU# Female# Foreigner#
100#
#
$$ Designated$Title$ Higher$Education$Institution$(HEI)$ Type$$
(Historical)$
Gender$ Race$
40# Vice<Rector# University#of#the#Free#State# HWU# Male# White#
41# Vice<Rector# University#of#the#Free#State# HWU# Male# White#
42# Deputy#Vice<Chancellor#
and#Head#of#College#
University#of#KwaZulu<Natal# HWU# Male# Foreigner#
43# Vice<Chancellor#and#
Principal#
University#of#KwaZulu<Natal# HWU# Male# White#
44# Executive#Dean# Durban#University#of#Technology# HBU# Male# Indian#
45# Executive#Dean# Durban#University#of#Technology# HBU# Male# Indian#




48# Dean#and#Head#of#College# University#of#KwaZulu<Natal# HWU# Male# White#
49# Deputy#Vice<Chancellor# University#of#KwaZulu<Natal# HWU# Male# Foreigner#
50# Vice<Rector# Stellenbosch#University# HWU# Male# White#
51# Deputy#Vice<Chancellor# University#of#Cape#Town# HWU# Male# Coloured#
52# Rector#and#Vice<
Chancellor#




54# Executive#Dean# University#of#Johannesburg# HWU# Male# White#
55# Dean# University#of#the#Witwatersrand# HWU# Male# Coloured#
56# Deputy#Vice<Chancellor# University#of#the#Witwatersrand# HWU# Male# Black#
57# Deputy#Vice<Chancellor# University#of#the#Witwatersrand# HWU# Male# Foreigner#
58# Executive#Dean# University#of#Johannesburg# HWU# Male# White#
59# Deputy#Vice<Chancellor# University#of#Johannesburg# HWU# Female# Indian#
60# Deputy#Vice<Chancellor# University#of#Limpopo# HBU# Male# Black#
61# Deputy#Vice<Chancellor# University#of#the#North<West# HWU# Male# White#
62# Deputy#Vice<Chancellor# University#of#the#North<West# HWU# Male# White#
101#
#
$$ Designated$Title$ Higher$Education$Institution$(HEI)$ Type$$
(Historical)$
Gender$ Race$
63# Deputy#Vice<Chancellor# Vaal#University#of#Technology# HWU# Male# Black#
64# Dean# University#of#Pretoria# HWU# Male# Indian#
65# Vice<Principal# University#of#Pretoria# HWU# Male# Black#
66# Dean# University#of#Pretoria# HWU# Female# White#
67# Dean# University#of#Pretoria# HWU# Male# White#
68# Dean# University#of#Pretoria# HWU# Male# White#
69# Vice<Principal# University#of#Pretoria# HWU# Male# Coloured#
70# Executive#Dean# University#of#South#Africa# HWU# Female# White#
71# Executive#Dean# University#of#South#Africa# HWU# Female# Black#
72# Executive#Dean# University#of#South#Africa# HWU# Female# Black#
73# Executive#Dean# University#of#South#Africa# HWU# Female# Black#





was# thought# could# best# help# to# answer# the# research# questions# posed# for# this# study.# These# individuals#were#
identified# through# several# sources,# including# personal# contacts,# citations# in# the# scholarly# literature,# and#











potential# error# (1996:108).# In# the# most# elementary# sense,# Yin# argues# that# a# research# design# is# the# ‘logical#






crossEsectional6 (primarily6 synchronic)6 mixed6 methods6 survey6 design,# which# is# exploratory# in# nature.# By#
exploratory# the# researcher#means# a# study# that# ‘aims# to# seek#new# insights,# ask# specific# questions# and# assess#
phenomena#in#a#new#light’#(Saunders,#Lewis#&#Thornhill,#2009:139);#by#cross<sectional#I#mean#that#the#data#will#
be# collected# at# one# point# in# time.# A# study# is# best# described# as# exploratory#when# it# is# relatively# new# or# the#














•! Survey# research# is# probably# the# best# design# available# for# collecting# original# data# for# describing# a#
population#too#large#to#observe#directly.#
•! The#purposive#sampling#employed#provides#a#group#of#respondents#whose#characteristics#could#be#taken#

























Mouton# (1996:38<39)# suggests# that# the#use#of#a#mixed#methodology# is#one#of# the#best#ways# to# improve# the#
quality#and#validity#of#social#research,#as#well#as#to#develop#a#richer,#and#deeper#understanding#of#the#research#




philosophy# to# support#mixed#methods# research.# Johnson,# Onwuegbuzie# and# Turner# (2007:125)# support# this#
argument,#stating:#




or# standards)# and# logic# (i.e.,# use# the# combination# of#methods# and# ideas# that# helps# one# best# frame,#









purposes# of# this# research,# the# critical<realist# paradigmatic# perspective#was# selected.# As# stated# in# chapter# 3,#
critical#realist#science#pursues#truthful#knowledge#that#derives#at#least#in#part#from#the#way#the#world#is.#This#
choice# resonates#with# the#pragmatic# approach# since#both#worldviews# contribute# toward# finding# appropriate#







































































Internal$validity$ ‘’…the#extent# to#which# the#study#enables#defensible#conclusions#about#cause<






The# extent# to# which,# when# other# individuals# read# the# study’s# findings,# it# is#
“…convincing#and#worth#taking#seriously”#(Leedy#&#Ormrod,#2015:336).#
Source:$Author$
Creswell# (2014)#makes#several# recommendations#to# increase#validity# in#mixed#methods#research#studies.#The#
first# relates# to# the# issue# of# the# different#methods# speaking# sufficiently# to# one# another#while# controlling# for#
confounding#variables.#To#this#end,#Creswell#(2014)#recommends#that#the#qualitative#and#quantitative#phases#of#
the# research# be# kept# sufficiently# similar# that# appropriate# and# justified# comparisons# can# be# made.# This#






















Selecting# inappropriate# individuals# for# the#
quantitative#and#qualitative#data#collection#
Draw#quantitative#and#qualitative# samples# from# the#
same#population#to#make#the#data#comparable.#
Obtaining# unequal# sample# sizes# for# the# qualitative#
and#quantitative#data#collection#
Use# large# qualitative# samples# or# small# quantitative#









Address# the# same# question# (parallel)# in# both#
quantitative#and#qualitative#data#collection.#
Data$analysis$issues$
Using# inadequate# approaches# to# converge# the# data#
(e.g.,#uninterpretable#display)#
Develop#a# joint#display#with#quantitative#categorical#
data# and# qualitative# themes# or# use# other# display#
configurations.#












Not#resolving#divergent#findings# Use# strategies# such# as# gathering# more# data,#
reanalysing# the# current# data,# and# evaluating# the#
procedures.#
Not#discussing#the#mixed#methods#research#questions# Address#each#mix#methods#question.#




for# why# one# form# of# data# provided# a# better#
understanding#of#the#problem.#
Not# interpreting# the#mix#methods# results# in# light#of#
the#advocacy#or#social#science#lens.#
Return#in#the#interpretation#of#a#transformative#study#
to# the# lens# used# in# the# beginning# of# the# study,# and#
advance#a#call#for#action#based#on#the#results.#















Creswell# advocates# for# triangulating# ‘different# data# sources# of# information# by# examining# evidence# from# the#
sources,#and#using#it#to#build#a#coherent#justification#for#themes.#If#themes#are#established#based#on#converging#















3.! Obtaining$ permissions:# Following# a# recommendation# of# Creswell# and# Clark# (2011),# permission# was#
obtained#from#the#highest#authority# levels#within#the#different#universities.#After# this,# the#researcher#
contacted# eligible# respondents# via# email# explaining# the# study,# requesting# their# participation,# and#
providing#possible# interview#dates.# It#was# the#preference#of# the# researcher# to#employ#a# face<to<face#





4.! Pretesting:# Survey# pretesting# was# conducted# to# evaluate# the# survey’s# effectiveness.# For# several#
pragmatic#considerations,#the#survey#was#administered#to#a#small#sample#of#respondents#(only#Deans)#
at# universities# within# the# Western# Cape.# Indicators# of# problems# included# respondents# asking# the#










field# research,#which# consisted# of# in<depth,# semi<structured# interviews.# In# discussing# a# qualitative# approach,#
Saunders,#Lewis#and#Thornhill# (2009)#provide#useful# insights#when#they#assert#that# ‘the#more#ambiguous#and#
elastic#our#concepts,#the#less#possible#it#is#to#quantify#our#data#in#a#meaningful#way’.#A#qualitative#approach#is#
well#suited#to#such#elastic#concepts#and#captures#the#richness#and#fullness#of#a#subject#in#as#realistic#a#manner#as#
possible.# The# research# questions# aim# to# explore# the# nuances# and# complexities# of# higher# education# and# the#
leadership#it#requires,#and#thus#fit#into#the#‘ambiguous#and#elastic#concepts’#described#by#Saunders,#Lewis#and#
Thornhill#(2009).#





















































The# phenomenological# approach# was# embedded# in# the# qualitative# phase# of# this# study.# This# approach# was#
considered#appropriate#because#of#the#participants’#experience#with#the#phenomena#under#investigation#(Leedy#
&# Ormrod,# 2015).# The# phenomenological# interview# is# one# where# ‘...the# researcher# and# participants# work#
together#to#arrive#at#the#heart#of#the#matter’#(Tesch#1994:147).##
The#limitations#of#the#phenomenological#approach#referred#to#by#Leedy#&#Ormrod#(2015)#were#noted,#that#is#




























































testing#can#be#found# in#Baets#and#Oldenboom#(2009);# it#employed#the#techniques#of#“Factorial#Analysis# (FA),#
based# on# Malhotra# (2004),# using# data# collected# amongst# Master’s# of# Management# students,# who# follow# a#
































the# list# of# survey# participants.# In# addition,# leaders# in# international# higher# education# institutions# were# also#
interviewed.#This#served#to#engage#international#leaders#more#deeply#on#the#subjects#under#investigation#as#well#
as#to#gauge#whether#the#conceptual#model#is#relevant#to#their#contexts.#The#process#of#interviewing#began#with#




linkages#between#categories,#and# to#highlight#non<conforming#sets#of# information#about# leadership# in#higher#

















Different# approaches# to# validity# and# reliability# in# qualitative# research# were# considered.# Scholars# like# Dixon,#
Singleton# and# Straits# contend# that# the# reliability# and# validity# of# the# data# ‘are# highly# dependent# on# the#
observational,# interactive#and# interpretive# skills#of# the# researcher’# (2016:284).#There# is#an#ongoing#discourse#
regarding#the#appropriate#terminology#to#indicate#validity#and#reliability#in#qualitative#research;#certain#schools#
reject#the#terms#validity#and#reliability,#preferring# instead#credibility#and#dependability.#Bloomberg#and#Volpe#







































































Creswell# and# Clark# (2011).# Both# descriptive# and# inferential# statistics# were# deemed# to# be# appropriate# for#
discussion#of#the#research#questions#for#this#study.#This#included#the#analysis#of#means,#correlations#and#principal#








































































































































and#all#answers#will# remain#strictly#anonymous#….#You#should# therefore# feel#absolutely# free# to#complete# the#















































identified# participants# were# obtained# through# the# respective# university# websites.# # In# total,# the# researcher#
contacted# 204# persons# (Vice<Chancellors,# Deputy# Vice<Chancellors,# and# Deans)# and# 74# (36%)# completed#
responses#were# captured.#No#participant# reported#being#uncomfortable# completing# the# instrument#with# the#
researcher#present#or#online#via#a#link#made#available#to#participants.#Survey#responses#were#stored#anonymously#













In# total,# the# study# consisted#of#74# (n)# respondents# from#21#out#of# the#25#public#universities# in# South#Africa.#
Respondents# were# asked# to# grade# their# response# on# a# Likert# scale# of# 1# –# 5,# where# 1# represents# “strongly#
disagree”,# 2# represents# “disagree”,# 3# represents# “neither# agree# nor# disagree”,# 4# represents# “agree”# and# 5#


















































































































strength#of#heterogeneity#within# the#sector#are# insufficient.#These# findings#echo# the# findings#of#Duarte#et#al.#












































other# global# higher# education# systems.# However,# the# burden# of# the# country’s# history# and# current# societal#
imbalances#has#given#the#purposes#of#South#African#higher#education#a#different#sense#of#urgency.#The#need#to#
deal# with# all# areas# of# performance# of# higher# education,# while# simultaneously# managing# tensions# and#
contradictions#between#them,#points# to# the#difficulties#and#unpredictability# that# institutional# leaders#have# to#
grapple#with.#They#are#called#upon#to#align#the#provision#of#higher#education#with#government#priorities#and#
programs,#as#articulated#in#the#National#Development#Plan#and#the#white#paper#for#post<school#education#and#










The#Values# quadrant# on#Wilber’s# (2000)# holistic#management#model# refers# to# the# individual# and# networked#
perspective#of# the#model#and#represents#the#shared#values#and#organizational#culture#that#exist.#Participants#































mean# result# for# this# sub<theme# was# 3.68,# which# indicates# that# leaders# are# relatively# happy# in# their# work#
environment.#It#is#understood#that#personal#well<being#at#work#can#have#crucial#effects#for#both#individuals#and#







































































The#most#positive# scores# in# this#quadrant#were# seen# in# ‘leadership#developing# competencies’# in# surrounding#
people#(4.27)#and#‘joy#being#an#active#element’#of#their#professional#life#(4.26).#This#is#reassuring,#given#the#nature#


































































perspective.# This# represents# the# traditional,# classical# managerial# approach# and# involves# control<orientated#
procedures# and# quantitative# approaches# used# to# attain# mechanistic# effectiveness# and# efficiency# (Baets# &#
Oldenboom,#2009).#The#overall# response#received#for#this#axis#was#the# lowest# (3.30),#and#the#statement#that#








to# be# a# prerequisite# for# leadership# per# se.# Exclusive# as# universities# are,# they# cannot# continue# to# limit# their#
membership,#based#on#habits#of#thought#that#give#the#environment#in#which#they#find#themselves#their#particular#
character.#In#reviewing#the#history#of#the#university,#it#is#striking#that#hardly#any#country#anywhere#has#been#able#







one’s# (own)#way#of# seeing#opens#up#other#options.# ‘Taking#other#perspectives# than#one’s#own# is# vital# in# the#
university’s#dealing#with#the#community’#(Bowden#and#Marton,#1998:293).#The#point#that#these#authors#make#
throughout# is# that#an#unprecedentedly#powerful#university#can#be#built#by#taking#variation#and# innovation# in#
critical# aspects# fully# into# account.# It#must# be# noted# that# the# responses# received# in# this# investigation# clearly#

























































































The# sub<theme# of# Knowledge# and# Learning,# enabling# the# learning# capacity# of# complex# environments# of#











The# Holistic# quadrant# of#Wilber’s# (2000)# holistic# management# model# refers# to# the# networked# and# external#
perspective# and# involves# a# systemic# and# ecological# approach# to# management.# The# overall# response# to# this#
quadrant# (3.91),# including# the# Sustainable# Development# and# Social# Responsibility# (4.01),# as# well# as# the#
Knowledge#and#Learning# (3.80)#axes,#was#positive.#The#questions/statements# that# received#the#most#positive#
responses#were#those#pertaining#to#the#effects#of#confidence,#motivation,#and#human#interactions#on#learning.#
High#scores#were#also# received# for#questions/statements# regarding#honesty,# integrity,#direct#communication,#
and#conscious#behaviors.##
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1# Diversity# 67# 12# 0.711$
2# Complexity# 71# 7# 0.575#
3# Personal#well<being# 67# 9# 0.715$
4# Leadership#and#teamwork# 65# 9# 0.449#
5# Financial#performance# 73# 5# 0.714$




8# Knowledge#and#learning# 65# 11# 0.668#
##
Field#(2013)#suggests#that#there#are#numerous#coefficients#that#can#provide#estimates#of#reliability.#The#survey#
data# were# checked# for# reliability# using# a# Cronbach’s# alpha# test# because# it# is# appropriate# for# attitude#







































The# following#variables# correlated#with#most#variables#and#were# therefore#considered# important# in# this# sub<
theme:#Q5,#Q6,#Q11#and#Q12.# These# results# are#displayed# in#Annexure# F.# These# findings#were# confirmed#by#
143#
#






These# results# are# displayed# in# Annexure# F.# According# to# these# correlations,# Q15<Q19# form# the# heart# of# the#






to# this# sub<theme:#Q20,#Q24,#Q25,#Q26#and#Q27.# The#Cronbach’s# alpha# ‘item# if# deleted’# test# confirmed# this#
finding#by#indicating#that#the#Cronbach’s#alpha#would#drop#if#these#variables#were#excluded#from#the#sub<theme#
data#set.#It#should#be#noted#that#the#variables#in#this#category#show#a#marginal#increase#in#the#Cronbach’s#alpha#
































































measure#of# sampling#adequacy#were# calculated.# The#KMO#statistic# varies#between#0#and#1.# Field# (2013:684)#

























Axis#2# (Q13<Q19,#Complexity)#consists#of#71#observations.#As#can#be#seen#from#the#scree#plot# in# figure#6.9,#3#
components# account# for# 64.3%# of# the# variation# in# the# data.#When#we# look# at# factor# loadings# (coefficients),#


















is# .7055# which# is# desirable# for# the# dataset.# In# Axis# 7# (Q50# to# Q58,# Sustainable# Development# and# Social#










develop# the# questions# for# the# semi<structured# interviews.# As# highlighted# earlier,# the# intention# of# the# semi<
















be# in# a# leadership# position,# the# legislative# framework# within# which# higher# education# operates# is# critical# for#
success.#
Within#many#of#the#21#universities#visited,#there#was#often#the#sentiment#that#a#variety#of#opinions#were#not#
listened# to,# and# the# feeling# of# not# being# valued# was# pervasive.# Being# aware# of# change# initiatives# and#
understanding#their#importance#were#highlighted#as#areas#for#development.#
Many#participants#stressed#that#one#cannot#be#a#leader#in#academia#without#being#an#active#academic,#using#the#
language# of# “serving# the# academic# project”.# In# a# world# of# increasing# legislative# requirements# that# is# more#




















was# repeated,# each# time# including# an# additional# cluster.# For# the# first# clustering# process,# certain# clusters#
presented#no#data#and#for#this#reason#the#simulation#was#run#with#more#clusters.#The#reason#for#this#was#to#find#
the#optimal# point# at#which# variances# in# clusters# emerged# and# then,#with# the#deletion#or# addition#of# further#
149#
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Figure# 6.12# refers# once# again# to# the# sample# group# but# how# they# are# clustered# against# the# four# quadrants.#
Similarly,#we#see#interesting#variation#in#cluster#1#and#cluster#6.#–#representing#38%#of#the#sector.#This#is#useful#
since#it#assists#us#in#identifying#just#how#much#variation#is#in#the#sector.#The#significant#drop#at#the#mechanistic#


























staff# and# student# populations# are# a# much# bigger# issue# to# HWU# than# HBU.# Similarly,# managing# within# the#











Holistic#Performance Mechanistic#Performance Personal#Development Values







































































From# the# Figure# 6.16#we# can# see# a# significant# deviation# from# the#mean# for# Financial# Performance# between#
clusters#5#and#6.#Thus#we#can#see#that#there#are#clusters#in#this#sub<theme#with#significantly#different#views#on#
the#mechanistic#approach#to#financial#performance,#which#could#perhaps#explain#the#current#challenge#regarding#


































































































Q43 Q44 Q45 Q46 Q47 Q48 Q49










































































































































them.#This# led# to#6#of# the#South#Africa# interviews#being#conducted# telephonically#or#via#Skype.#This#was#not#














4.! During# interviews# and# transcriptions,# catch# phrases# were# written# down,# and# notes# were# made# on#
possible#noteworthy#codes.#These#formed#part#of#the#field#notes.#
5.! Bezuidenhout#&#Cronje# (2014:240)# refer# to# coding# the#data#as# ‘the#careful# scrutiny#of# your#data#and#

























































































































































































‘I’m6 concerned6 about6 sustainability6 issues6 in6 future6 and6 about6 unrealistic6 expectations6 of6 what6 the6
purposes6of6universities6are6in6postEapartheid6South6Africa’.6
‘The6civil6service6like6way6in6which6universities6are6structured6in6my6view66does6 not6 lend6 itself6 to6 the6
requirements6of6what6 I6 think6 should6be6a6modern621st6 century6multiEdisciplinary6university6 should6be6
about.66
6‘But6subsidy,6since6we6are6public6universities,6the6nation,6the6public,6the6taxpayers6must6make6a6decision6
about6what6value6does6 it6bestow6on6higher6education.6 6What6 is6the6price6that6 it6puts6on6public6higher6
education6as6a6public6good?’.6
‘We6can’t6make6up6for6subsidy6by6what6we6did6 in6student6fees6now6looking6at6commercialisation6as6a6







































































































There# was# an# apparent# lack# of# agreement# on# the# value# and# morality# of# so<called# foundation# or# bridging#
programmes.#
‘…6[Transformation]6has6many6different6dimensions6but6it6has6been6a6key6focus’6






















purpose6 of6what6 a6 university6 is.6 So6 it’s6 not6 transformation6 in6 terms6 of6 employment6 equity6 alone,6 it’s6



















































‘…I6 think6 it’s6a6 sort6of6 I6 think6 the6 correct6answer6or6a6good6answer6would6be6yes6but6 I6 can’t6 say6 that6
unequivocally6 that6 is6 the6 case.6 6 So6 I6 think6 there6 is6a6 combination6of6people6 that6 I6believe6 in6my6 team6
specifically6 is6 not6 necessarily6 operating6 in6 the6manner6 I6 think6 they6 should,6 and6 there’s6 not6 a6 lack6 of6
commitment,6there’s6not6a6lack6of6energy,6there’s6not6a6lack6of6passion6but6there6is6definitely6a6lack6and6
a6 shortage6 of6 would6 they6 be6 able6 to6 think6 through6 you6 know,6 think6 through6 the6 challenges6 and6
contextualise6it6and6frame6it6that6the6type’6









































































































‘So6 the6whole6 idea6of6 interpreting6complex6systems6 is6what6 is6demanded6of6us6and6 I6 think6 that6as6we6
approach6leadership6we6must6take6a6similar6theme’.6
‘I6think6we’ve6entered6into6a6much6more6unpredictable6era6and6not6only6in6the6higher6education6level6but6
at6 the6 national6 level6 and6 I6 fear6 at6 the6 global6 level.6 I6 feel6 that6 we’re6 beginning6 to6 enter6 an6 era6 of6 a6














period6 that6 we’re6 in6 now6 requires6 us6 to6 learn6 new6 skills,6 how6 to6 manage6 in6 highly6 unstable6 and6














No# significant# gender# differences# were# noted.# There# was# a# general# agreement# that# there# was# inadequate#
representation#of#females#in#the#sector.#All#of#the#female#interviewees#were#united#in#the#perception#that#their#
leadership#styles#are#often#interpreted#differently#to#their#male#counterparts.#










at6[EEE],6 there6was6someone6at6[EEE],6 that6they’re6generally6quieter6 I’m6not6aware6or6conscious6of6them6











As# pointed# out# in# Chapter# 4,# innovation# –# creating# new# systems,# generating# new# ideas,# producing# new#
organizational# forms# and# developing# new# intellectual# property# <# has# been# at# the# forefront# of# organizational#
regeneration#in#the#21st#century.#It#is#no#different#in#universities,#where,#as#revealed#in#the#interviews,#innovation#
has# been# central# to# the# success# of# institutions# and# leaders.# Out# of# these# interviews,# we# can# recognise# that#











‘…as6a6Vice6Chancellor6you6certainly6can6set6 the6tone,6you6can6create6the6conditions6 for6 that,6you6can6












































‘You6 need6 to6 be6 responsive6 to6 the6 social6 challenges6 of6 your6 time6 but6 to6 do6 so6 in6 a6way6 that6 doesn’t6
jeopardise6the6longevity6of6the6institution6itself’.6
‘I6 think6 that6 the6university6must6be6 socially6active6but6 it6must6be6on6 the6basis6 that6 it6 draws6 from6 the6































In# this# chapter,# the#quantitative# results#of# the#Cassandra©#survey#and# the#qualitative# findings#utilizing# semi<
structured# interviews#were#presented.# In#Section#A,#the#quantitative#data#were#analysed#by#means#of#several#
statistical# techniques.# Section# B# further# analysed# these# data# through# clustering# via# neural# networks.# Finally,#
Section#C#analyzed#the#qualitative#data#supplied#by#the#semi<structured#interviews#with#a#subset#of#the#original#
sample#population.#Significant# findings#were# that# the#current# funding#crisis#was#a#major#challenge#within# the#
sector;#however,#fee<free#higher#education#for#all#in#the#current#economic#context#is#neither#equitable#nor#likely#
to#be#affordable# in# the#medium# term.#The# research# revealed#weakness# in# the#understanding#and#practice#of#


















of# leadership# applied#by# leaders# in# higher# education# today,# thereby#deepening# knowledge#on#organisational#















the# survey# comments# and# semi<structured# interviews,# revealed# that# issues# around# diversity,# teamwork,#
innovation,#talent#retention,#job#satisfaction,#financial#risks,#unpredictability,#student#protests#and#the#purpose#






As# noted# in# chapter# 4,# diversity# can# be# operationalized# within# organizations# both# demographically# and#
intellectually.# The# relatively# low# diversity# score# from# the# survey# is# of# concern,# as# it# suggests# an# incomplete#
understanding#and# lack#of#urgency#with#which#diversity# is#prioritized.# It# is#widely#accepted#that#being#around#
those#unlike#ourselves#can#increase#creative#thinking,#enhance#discovery#and#improve#performance.#Therefore,#
if#the#benefits#of#complexity#thinking#are#to#be#fully#realized,#then#diversity#–#heterogeneity#–#should#be#a#priority.###
Similarly,# the# complexity# score# does# not# convince# the# researcher# that# there# is# a# complete# understanding# of#
complexity#science#and#the#advantages#that#such#a#view#can#yield#for#organizations#and#the#sector.#A#complexity#














therefore# cannot# be# extrapolated# to# the# organizational# level.# However,# with# the# current# funding# crisis,# the#
relevance# of# this# mechanistic# performance# issue# cannot# be# underestimated.# Financial# performance# at# the#
institutional#level#was#thus#explored#in#greater#depth#in#the#qualitative#phase#of#the#study.##
















































set# of# challenges# currently# facing# South#African#universities# –# and# the#world# at# large’# (2017a:171).#He#notes#
(2017a:155)# that# ‘despite# the# predictable# attention# received# by# curriculum# in# social# transitions# or# student#
protests,#it#is#precisely#because#of#its#symbolic#value#that#very#little#if#anything#in#the#curriculum#changes#once#






engaging#with#community#needs,#and#ensuring# that#graduate#attributes#are#congruent#with# the#needs#of# the#
economy#and#society.#
7.4.2$ Transformation$and$diversity#
If# there# is#one#word#that#encapsulates#the#multiple#challenges#facing#the#South#African#university#today,# that#
word#is#undoubtedly#“transformation”.##Although#it#has#been#somewhat#supplanted#in#recent#discourse#since#the#
RhodesMustFall#movement#introduced#the#more#radical<sounding#call#for#“decolonization”,#the#older#term#still#

















that# is#more#diverse#and#more# representative#of# the#population#of# the# country#as# such”.# #However,# a#major#
challenge#in#this#regard#was#that#“older#staff#members#[are]#retiring#at#a#rate#faster#than#our#ability#to#replace#










However,# all# the# leaders# agreed# on# the# importance# of# creating# more# inclusive,# open,# and# welcoming#














































While#acknowledging#that#the#preparation#of#students#for#gainful#participation# in#the#economy# is# indeed#one#
necessary#function#of#the#university,#the#leaders#interviewed#were#nonetheless#united#in#thinking#that#“it#is#not#
our#primary#core,#it’s#not#our#primary#responsibility”.#



























Many# of# the# interviewees# demonstrated# an# instinctive# understanding# of# the# properties# of# unpredictability,#
nonlinearity,# disequilibrium# and# emergence,# thereby# confirming# an# affinity# to# the# underlying# concepts# of#
complexity:# ‘I#think#giving#meaning#to#complexity# is#one#of#the#primary#reasons#that#we#exist#as#a#university’.#













































can# support# innovation#without# initiating# any# kind# of#major# shift# in# the# organization# as# a#whole# (2010:182).#
Several#leaders#acknowledged#this#limited#effect,#as#well#as#their#lack#of#capacity#to#innovate;#presumably,#they#
were#comfortable#with#the#status#quo.#At#many#of#the#institutions,#embedded#codes#of#practice#include#rational#



















particular6set6of6directives6 that6 it6wants6 to6give6out6 in6a6 relatively6predictable6environment.6But6 in6an6
unpredictable6 environment6 and6 in6 an6 environment6 requiring6 constant6 disciplinary6 discovery6 and6
innovation,6and6so6on6 it6often6 leads6to6the6 institution6being6relatively6rigid6and6 inflexible6 in6the6way6 it6
responds6to6crises,6for6example.6





Chapter#4#provided#an# in<depth#understanding#of# the#concept#of#emergence# in#complex#systems.# In#essence,#
emergence#is#the#coming#into#being#of#new#structures,#practices#and#processes#that#result#in#the#birth#of#new#
ventures# of# organizations# in# whole# or# in# part;# this# is# both# a# top<down# and# a# bottom<up# process,# whereby#
emergence#integrates#the#strategic#vision#with#the#day<to<day#workings#of#leadership.#According#to#complexity#



















time;# (3)# a# growing# reliance# on# increasing# tuition# fees# to# recover# institutional# income;# and# (4)# an# increasing#









































































insurmountable# burden# on# universities’# financial# aid# systems.# Furthermore,# this# new# cohort# have# more#
aggressive# demands,# yet# universities# are# also# struggling#with#more# reporting,# compliance# and# accountability#
demands#made#by#government,#university#councils,#senates,#and#other#bodies.#
7.5$ Adjusted$model$of$leadership$based$on$the$findings$of$the$study#
The# final#model#proposed#below#was# influenced#by# the#quantitative# and#qualitative# results# from# the# survey,#
insights#gleaned#from#the#interviewees,#and#further#reflection#on#the#sources#cited#in#the#literature#review.#It#is#
once#again#worth#recalling#the#philosophical#foundations#of#this#study.#For#the#reasons#outlined#in#Chapter#3,#a#







beyond# the# traditional# in# that# it# not#only# considers# the# formal#mechanistic# approaches# to#management,# but#
includes#more#qualitative#aspects#that#speak#to#values,#reflections#and#the#consciousness#of#the#individual#leader.#
The#dynamics#of#the#holistic#model#fit#the#assumptions#of#complexity#science#since#the#term#captures#the#greater#
levels# of# uncertainty,# ambiguity,# interdependencies,# and# interrelatedness# that# now# characterize# the#

















individual# behaviors# required# of# formal# and# informal# leaders.# It# is# recommended# that# dialogue# be#
included# as# a# sub<theme# to# these# quadrants.# While# the# Cassandra©# survey# measured# diversity#
awareness,# the#qualitative# findings# suggested# that,#overall,#dialogue# is#not#only#critical# to#driving# the#
process#of#diversity#and#complexity#(the#values#quadrant),#but#also#to#improving#the#understanding#of#




2.! Developing6 the6 system’s6network:# The# findings# revealed# that# there#was#a# considerable#breakdown# in#
team# network# dynamics.# Many# leaders# attributed# this# to# a# lack# of# experience,# skills# and# training#
development#among#their#colleagues.#Since#complexity#leadership#requires#leaders#to#develop#their#skills#
in# effectively# managing# and# developing# networks,# it# is# recommended# that# increased# contact# and#











for# this#shortcoming,#and#to#enable#more# innovation,# the#researcher#recommends#that#the#model#be#
adjusted#to#emphasize#the#distributed#responsibility#for#innovation.##
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5.! Recruitment:# Individuals# forming# parts# of# these# innovation# teams# require# a# high# level# of# cognitive#
abilities,#coupled#with#individual#emotional#intelligence.#Academic#disciplinary#expertise#is#needed,#but#
also# less# tangible# qualities.# To# address# this# variety# of# needs# that# innovation# requires,# and# also# the#
continuously# changing# nature# of# the# team# membership,# it# is# recommended# that# a# focus# on# the#













































This$ finding$ suggests$ that$participants$who$valued$diversity$did$not$necessarily$ view$ complexity$ science$as$ a$
useful$tool$in$their$leadership$style.$Similarly,$the$subtheme$of$‘innovative$potential’$showed$no$real$significant$
relationship$with$the$variables$ in$ the$subCthemes$of$complexity$or$ ‘leadership$and$team$work’.$This$provides$
interesting$ insights$ since$ universities$ are$ the$ site$ of$ knowledge$ production,$ education$ and$ learning$ –$ South$




































Leaders$ are$ grappling$ with$ the$ proper$ meaning$ of$ the$ university$ within$ the$ South$ African$ context.$ The$
commercialization$of$higher$education$as$well$ as$ leaders$having$ to$prioritize$ financial$ sustainability$over$ the$
needs$of$staff$and$students$was$a$recurring$issue.$Similarly,$some$participants$called$the$issue$the$‘corporatization$
of$ higher$ education’$ in$ which$ the$ true$ aspirations$ and$ the$ trappings$ of$ the$ corporate$ model$ were$ being$
experienced$within$ the$ sector.$ The$ rapid$ growth$ in$ the$ higher$ education$ system$ (‘massification’)$ has$ placed$
enormous$ demands$ on$ financial$ resources$ within$ each$ university$ and$ thus,$ the$ commercialization$ and/or$

















coaching$ rather$ than$ of$ controlling.$ It$ is$ through$ these$ supportive$ functions$ that$ spontaneous,$ selfC
organizing$ networks$ are$ likely$ to$ emerge.$ As$ Goldstein,$ Hazy$ and$ Lichtenstein$ argue,$ generative$
leadership$ focuses$on$the$ ‘quality$as$well$as$ the$quantity$of$ interactions’$ (2010:195).$ It$ takes$time$to$
cultivate$deeper$and$richer$interactions,$but$that$extra$time$could$be$a$critical$investment$that$can$be$




2.! Supporting) diversity:$ Complexity$ science$ shows$ that$ innovation$ and$ learning$ is$ embedded$ in$












4.! Developing) the) system’s) network:$ Complexity$ leadership$ requires$ leaders$ to$ develop$ their$ skills$ in$
effectively$ managing$ and$ developing$ networks,$ both$ inside$ and$ outside$ the$ organization.$ A$ leader$
therefore$needs$ to$ encourage$ increased$ contact$ and$ interactions,$ both$within$ existing$ and$potential$
relationships,$and$help$to$develop$shared$expectations$for$collaboration.$The$importance$of$social$capital$
in$ promoting$ knowledge$ transfer$ places$ a$ premium$on$ the$ leader’s$ skills$ in$ building$ social$ capital$ to$
enable$the$network$to$function$effectively.$This$emphasizes$the$leader’s$relational$skills$and$behaviors$
that$enhance$ social$networks$ in$ contrast$ to$motivating$network$members.$ Leaders$need$ to$ focus$on$
building$social$capital$and$enhancing$social$exchange$between$members$in$order$to$maximize$adaptive$
behaviors$and$innovation.$
5.! Embracing) tension,) ambiguity) and) unpredictability:$ Leaders$ should$ foster$ tension$ within$ the$ CAS$ to$
facilitate$the$interactive$dynamics$that$are$the$basis$for$the$emergence$of$adaptive$teams$that$can$cope$









In$ this$ chapter,$ the$ key$ findings$ of$ the$ research$ project$ have$ been$ summarized$ and$ discussed.$ The$ draft$







The$ purpose$ of$ this$mixed$methods$ study$ was$ to$ present$ and$ validate$ a$ conceptual$ leadership$model$ that$
includes$the$primary$competencies$required$by$ leaders$ in$higher$education.$This$study$was$conducted$ in$ the$






The$findings$of$ the$ first$ research$question$addressed$the$current$ typology$of$ leadership$within$South$African$












organizational$ capability$ within$ South$ African$ universities.$ These$ competencies$ were$ informed$ by$ the$





The$ model$ proposed$ here$ focuses$ on$ both$ systemC$ and$ individualClevel$ criteria$ in$ order$ to$ optimize$ an$



































Firstly,$ the$ quantitative$ component$ of$ this$ research$ needs$ to$ be$ substantiated$ with$ further$ research.$ The$




Secondly,$ the$ student$ cohort$ should$be$ studied$ in$much$more$detail.$Much$has$been$written$about$ student$
experiences$and$about$the$issues$that$are$reported$to$be$alienating$appear$to$be$context$specific.$However,$these$
accounts$have$not$been$empirically$confirmed.$$Students$who$feel$alienated$and$are$active$on$social$media$are$
not$ necessarily$ representative$ of$ their$ cohort,$ and$ thus$ there$ needs$ to$ be$ some$ serious$ research$ from$ the$










Because$of$ the$economic$and$political$ imperatives$ that$drive$ the$complex$nature$of$higher$education$ today,$




secondary$ school$ education$ or$ in$ industry.$ This$ research$ contributes$ to$ the$ field$ of$ leadership$ studies$ and$
scientific$knowledge$by$providing$leaders$in$universities$with$a$comprehensive$suite$of$leadership$components$
which$ should$be$ considered$ for$ adoption$at$ individual$ and$organizational$ levels.$ $ Furthermore,$ this$ research$
makes$a$contribution$towards$understanding$some$of$the$challenges$in$university$leadership,$the$management$




of$ my$ quantitative/qualitative$ findings,$ been$ substantially$ enhanced$ by$ virtue$ of$ the$ fact$ that$ I$ also$ have$
qualitative/quantitative$ findings,$ and$ have$ I$ demonstrated$ that$ enrichment?”$ This$ study$ has$ confirmed$ the$
typology$of$leadership$within$the$higher$education$sector,$elucidated$the$challenges$facing$leaders,$and$produced$










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































%$ Count$ Row$N$%$ Count$
Row$N$
%$ Count$ Row$N$%$
Q1$ 1$ 1.4%$ 0$ 0.0%$ 0$ 0.0%$ 40$ 54.1%$ 33$ 44.6%$
Q2$ 0$ 0.0%$ 0$ 0.0%$ 3$ 4.2%$ 51$ 70.8%$ 18$ 25.0%$
Q3$ 0$ 0.0%$ 2$ 2.7%$ 3$ 4.1%$ 50$ 67.6%$ 19$ 25.7%$
Q4$ 0$ 0.0%$ 7$ 9.6%$ 5$ 6.8%$ 29$ 39.7%$ 32$ 43.8%$
Q5$ 1$ 1.4%$ 5$ 6.8%$ 0$ 0.0%$ 54$ 73.0%$ 14$ 18.9%$
Q6$ 0$ 0.0%$ 18$ 24.3%$ 4$ 5.4%$ 37$ 50.0%$ 15$ 20.3%$
Q7$ 2$ 2.7%$ 21$ 28.8%$ 5$ 6.8%$ 44$ 60.3%$ 1$ 1.4%$
Q8$ 3$ 4.1%$ 26$ 35.1%$ 3$ 4.1%$ 28$ 37.8%$ 14$ 18.9%$
Q9$ 0$ 0.0%$ 2$ 2.7%$ 0$ 0.0%$ 38$ 52.1%$ 33$ 45.2%$
Q10$ 0$ 0.0%$ 4$ 5.6%$ 2$ 2.8%$ 39$ 54.2%$ 27$ 37.5%$
Q11$ 1$ 1.4%$ 0$ 0.0%$ 0$ 0.0%$ 51$ 68.9%$ 22$ 29.7%$
Q12$ 13$ 17.6%$ 30$ 40.5%$ 5$ 6.8%$ 20$ 27.0%$ 6$ 8.1%$
Q13$ 0$ 0.0%$ 18$ 24.3%$ 3$ 4.1%$ 42$ 56.8%$ 11$ 14.9%$
Q14$ 2$ 2.7%$ 14$ 18.9%$ 2$ 2.7%$ 47$ 63.5%$ 9$ 12.2%$
Q15$ 0$ 0.0%$ 2$ 2.7%$ 2$ 2.7%$ 36$ 48.6%$ 34$ 45.9%$
Q16$ 4$ 5.6%$ 23$ 31.9%$ 4$ 5.6%$ 36$ 50.0%$ 5$ 6.9%$
Q17$ 0$ 0.0%$ 8$ 11.0%$ 4$ 5.5%$ 50$ 68.5%$ 11$ 15.1%$
Q18$ 1$ 1.4%$ 4$ 5.4%$ 3$ 4.1%$ 50$ 67.6%$ 16$ 21.6%$
Q19$ 3$ 4.1%$ 6$ 8.1%$ 5$ 6.8%$ 42$ 56.8%$ 18$ 24.3%$
Q20$ 0$ 0.0%$ 0$ 0.0%$ 0$ 0.0%$ 54$ 73.0%$ 20$ 27.0%$
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$
Q21$ 11$ 15.1%$ 17$ 23.3%$ 5$ 6.8%$ 35$ 47.9%$ 5$ 6.8%$
Q22$ 2$ 2.7%$ 25$ 33.8%$ 12$ 16.2%$ 27$ 36.5%$ 8$ 10.8%$
Q23$ 1$ 1.4%$ 5$ 6.8%$ 2$ 2.7%$ 31$ 42.5%$ 34$ 46.6%$
Q24$ 1$ 1.4%$ 19$ 26.4%$ 4$ 5.6%$ 34$ 47.2%$ 14$ 19.4%$
Q25$ 3$ 4.2%$ 20$ 27.8%$ 2$ 2.8%$ 35$ 48.6%$ 12$ 16.7%$
Q26$ 2$ 2.7%$ 12$ 16.4%$ 6$ 8.2%$ 37$ 50.7%$ 16$ 21.9%$
Q27$ 9$ 12.2%$ 18$ 24.3%$ 9$ 12.2%$ 31$ 41.9%$ 7$ 9.5%$
Q28$ 3$ 4.1%$ 6$ 8.1%$ 10$ 13.5%$ 43$ 58.1%$ 12$ 16.2%$
Q29$ 22$ 29.7%$ 24$ 32.4%$ 2$ 2.7%$ 22$ 29.7%$ 4$ 5.4%$
Q30$ 0$ 0.0%$ 4$ 5.5%$ 4$ 5.5%$ 52$ 71.2%$ 13$ 17.8%$
Q31$ 1$ 1.4%$ 13$ 17.8%$ 4$ 5.5%$ 45$ 61.6%$ 10$ 13.7%$
Q32$ 0$ 0.0%$ 12$ 16.4%$ 2$ 2.7%$ 43$ 58.9%$ 16$ 21.9%$
Q33$ 1$ 1.4%$ 11$ 15.5%$ 1$ 1.4%$ 44$ 62.0%$ 14$ 19.7%$
Q34$ 1$ 1.4%$ 13$ 17.8%$ 2$ 2.7%$ 42$ 57.5%$ 15$ 20.5%$
Q35$ 2$ 2.8%$ 4$ 5.6%$ 6$ 8.3%$ 45$ 62.5%$ 15$ 20.8%$
Q36$ 1$ 1.4%$ 1$ 1.4%$ 1$ 1.4%$ 51$ 69.9%$ 19$ 26.0%$
Q37$ 0$ 0.0%$ 2$ 2.7%$ 3$ 4.1%$ 52$ 70.3%$ 17$ 23.0%$
Q38$ 1$ 1.4%$ 17$ 23.0%$ 4$ 5.4%$ 36$ 48.6%$ 16$ 21.6%$
Q39$ 6$ 8.1%$ 30$ 40.5%$ 9$ 12.2%$ 21$ 28.4%$ 8$ 10.8%$
Q40$ 5$ 6.8%$ 22$ 29.7%$ 4$ 5.4%$ 36$ 48.6%$ 7$ 9.5%$
Q41$ 2$ 2.7%$ 13$ 17.8%$ 3$ 4.1%$ 47$ 64.4%$ 8$ 11.0%$
Q42$ 4$ 5.4%$ 15$ 20.3%$ 11$ 14.9%$ 36$ 48.6%$ 8$ 10.8%$
Q43$ 0$ 0.0%$ 0$ 0.0%$ 1$ 1.4%$ 47$ 64.4%$ 25$ 34.2%$
Q44$ 0$ 0.0%$ 34$ 46.6%$ 17$ 23.3%$ 21$ 28.8%$ 1$ 1.4%$
Q45$ 7$ 9.5%$ 24$ 32.4%$ 11$ 14.9%$ 24$ 32.4%$ 8$ 10.8%$
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$
Q46$ 0$ 0.0%$ 22$ 30.1%$ 9$ 12.3%$ 32$ 43.8%$ 10$ 13.7%$
Q47$ 14$ 19.2%$ 25$ 34.2%$ 8$ 11.0%$ 24$ 32.9%$ 2$ 2.7%$
Q48$ 3$ 4.1%$ 10$ 13.5%$ 4$ 5.4%$ 43$ 58.1%$ 14$ 18.9%$
Q49$ 7$ 9.5%$ 19$ 25.7%$ 12$ 16.2%$ 33$ 44.6%$ 3$ 4.1%$
Q50$ 1$ 1.4%$ 8$ 10.8%$ 5$ 6.8%$ 32$ 43.2%$ 28$ 37.8%$
Q51$ 0$ 0.0%$ 0$ 0.0%$ 0$ 0.0%$ 17$ 23.0%$ 57$ 77.0%$
Q52$ 0$ 0.0%$ 18$ 24.7%$ 10$ 13.7%$ 32$ 43.8%$ 13$ 17.8%$
Q53$ 0$ 0.0%$ 3$ 4.1%$ 1$ 1.4%$ 53$ 72.6%$ 16$ 21.9%$
Q54$ 0$ 0.0%$ 0$ 0.0%$ 1$ 1.4%$ 38$ 52.1%$ 34$ 46.6%$
v55$ 0$ 0.0%$ 1$ 1.4%$ 1$ 1.4%$ 43$ 58.9%$ 28$ 38.4%$
Q56$ 1$ 1.4%$ 21$ 28.4%$ 10$ 13.5%$ 36$ 48.6%$ 6$ 8.1%$
Q57$ 0$ 0.0%$ 4$ 5.4%$ 4$ 5.4%$ 55$ 74.3%$ 11$ 14.9%$
Q58$ 2$ 2.7%$ 18$ 24.3%$ 6$ 8.1%$ 36$ 48.6%$ 12$ 16.2%$
Q59$ 0$ 0.0%$ 4$ 5.4%$ 2$ 2.7%$ 44$ 59.5%$ 24$ 32.4%$
Q60$ 0$ 0.0%$ 8$ 10.8%$ 3$ 4.1%$ 50$ 67.6%$ 13$ 17.6%$
Q61$ 2$ 2.8%$ 10$ 13.9%$ 1$ 1.4%$ 38$ 52.8%$ 21$ 29.2%$
Q62$ 2$ 2.7%$ 15$ 20.5%$ 6$ 8.2%$ 47$ 64.4%$ 3$ 4.1%$
Q63$ 1$ 1.4%$ 8$ 11.1%$ 5$ 6.9%$ 46$ 63.9%$ 12$ 16.7%$
Q64$ 0$ 0.0%$ 5$ 6.8%$ 3$ 4.1%$ 52$ 71.2%$ 13$ 17.8%$
Q65$ 1$ 1.4%$ 9$ 12.3%$ 8$ 11.0%$ 39$ 53.4%$ 16$ 21.9%$
Q66$ 1$ 1.4%$ 7$ 9.6%$ 5$ 6.8%$ 46$ 63.0%$ 14$ 19.2%$
Q67$ 0$ 0.0%$ 9$ 12.3%$ 4$ 5.5%$ 47$ 64.4%$ 13$ 17.8%$
Q68$ 1$ 1.4%$ 11$ 14.9%$ 6$ 8.1%$ 47$ 63.5%$ 9$ 12.2%$






























































Q1$ 42.537$ 25.889$ C.001$ .296$ .723$
Q2$ 42.776$ 24.025$ .372$ .326$ .695$
Q3$ 42.821$ 23.937$ .285$ .300$ .700$
Q4$ 42.791$ 20.713$ .542$ .415$ .661$
Q5$ 42.955$ 22.043$ .494$ .494$ .674$
Q6$ 43.313$ 19.309$ .587$ .505$ .649$
Q7$ 43.642$ 20.900$ .479$ .303$ .671$
Q8$ 43.701$ 20.091$ .398$ .329$ .687$
Q9$ 42.552$ 25.221$ .098$ .274$ .717$
Q10$ 42.731$ 24.351$ .151$ .293$ .716$
Q11$ 42.716$ 23.964$ .296$ .203$ .699$





















Q13$ 22.986$ 10.586$ .075$ .081$ .622$
Q14$ 22.986$ 10.071$ .161$ .084$ .589$
Q15$ 22.197$ 10.761$ .206$ .092$ .564$
Q16$ 23.366$ 8.178$ .414$ .198$ .484$
Q17$ 22.718$ 9.320$ .442$ .253$ .490$
Q18$ 22.577$ 9.419$ .442$ .406$ .492$


















Q20$ 28.209$ 27.077$ .245$ .137$ .714$
Q21$ 29.373$ 23.904$ .244$ .204$ .722$
Q22$ 29.284$ 24.509$ .253$ .231$ .715$
Q23$ 28.284$ 25.994$ .168$ .188$ .725$
Q24$ 28.925$ 22.646$ .430$ .373$ .682$
Q25$ 29.030$ 20.090$ .646$ .533$ .634$
Q26$ 28.821$ 20.210$ .709$ .584$ .625$
Q27$ 29.373$ 19.874$ .619$ .488$ .638$
233$
$


















Q29$ 31.538$ 9.190$ .219$ .195$ .412$
Q30$ 30.169$ 12.799$ C.112$ .206$ .503$
Q31$ 30.415$ 9.684$ .357$ .206$ .348$
Q32$ 30.277$ 9.672$ .346$ .327$ .352$
Q33$ 30.308$ 9.498$ .370$ .340$ .340$
Q34$ 30.369$ 10.862$ .128$ .149$ .445$
Q35$ 30.185$ 11.559$ .093$ .183$ .451$
Q36$ 29.969$ 11.343$ .200$ .219$ .419$































Q38$ 13.178$ 10.676$ .385$ .214$ .700$
Q39$ 13.918$ 11.743$ .179$ .055$ .785$
Q40$ 13.603$ 8.826$ .634$ .496$ .594$
Q41$ 13.205$ 9.554$ .677$ .589$ .592$


















Q43$ 18.829$ 16.521$ C.091$ .074$ .681$
Q44$ 20.314$ 13.320$ .353$ .219$ .604$
Q45$ 20.100$ 10.439$ .587$ .400$ .513$
Q46$ 19.757$ 12.100$ .425$ .274$ .579$
Q47$ 20.486$ 10.108$ .648$ .526$ .488$
Q48$ 19.457$ 15.324$ C.006$ .069$ .709$





















Q50$ 31.986$ 8.913$ .206$ .144$ .489$
Q51$ 31.271$ 10.375$ .225$ .239$ .488$
Q52$ 32.514$ 9.616$ .074$ .171$ .545$
Q53$ 31.914$ 9.761$ .264$ .241$ .471$
Q54$ 31.586$ 9.580$ .406$ .317$ .445$
Q55$ 31.671$ 9.847$ .268$ .313$ .472$
Q56$ 32.686$ 8.248$ .315$ .234$ .442$
Q57$ 32.057$ 9.852$ .218$ .152$ .482$


















Q59$ 37.954$ 19.607$ .274$ .173$ .653$
Q60$ 38.200$ 19.913$ .195$ .178$ .666$
Q61$ 38.246$ 17.470$ .379$ .310$ .634$
Q62$ 38.631$ 18.924$ .298$ .331$ .649$
Q63$ 38.231$ 18.305$ .450$ .448$ .625$
Q64$ 38.138$ 18.840$ .465$ .374$ .628$
236$
$
Q65$ 38.308$ 18.091$ .359$ .204$ .638$
Q66$ 38.246$ 17.595$ .480$ .340$ .616$
Q67$ 38.231$ 19.180$ .291$ .287$ .650$
Q68$ 38.431$ 19.155$ .245$ .165$ .659$









$ Q1$ Q2$ Q3$ Q4$ Q5$ Q6$ Q7$ Q8$ Q9$ Q10$ Q11$ Q12$
Q1$ 1.000$ .043$ C.185$ .039$ .204$ .162$ C.071$ C.229$ .260$ .015$ C.003$ C.060$
Q2$ .043$ 1.000$ .404$ .170$ .376$ .180$ .311$ .167$ .048$ .245$ .156$ .055$
Q3$ C.185$ .404$ 1.000$ .303$ .208$ .164$ .174$ .148$ C.112$ .006$ .155$ .207$
Q4$ .039$ .170$ .303$ 1.000$ .294$ .529$ .378$ .305$ .039$ C.048$ .226$ .377$
Q5$ .204$ .376$ .208$ .294$ 1.000$ .177$ .231$ .230$ .416$ .394$ .080$ .239$
Q6$ .162$ .180$ .164$ .529$ .177$ 1.000$ .377$ .390$ C.011$ .081$ .357$ .416$
Q7$ C.071$ .311$ .174$ .378$ .231$ .377$ 1.000$ .389$ C.025$ .102$ .246$ .240$
Q8$ C.229$ .167$ .148$ .305$ .230$ .390$ .389$ 1.000$ C.025$ .049$ .155$ .259$
Q9$ .260$ .048$ C.112$ .039$ .416$ C.011$ C.025$ C.025$ 1.000$ .220$ C.160$ .042$
Q10$ .015$ .245$ .006$ C.048$ .394$ .081$ .102$ .049$ .220$ 1.000$ .170$ C.099$
Q11$ C.003$ .156$ .155$ .226$ .080$ .357$ .246$ .155$ C.160$ .170$ 1.000$ .106$
Q12$ C.060$ .055$ .207$ .377$ .239$ .416$ .240$ .259$ .042$ C.099$ .106$ 1.000$
$
Inter\Item$Correlation$Matrix$
$ Q13$ Q14$ Q15$ Q16$ Q17$ Q18$ Q19$
Q13$ 1.000$ .094$ C.100$ .101$ .178$ .007$ C.048$
Q14$ .094$ 1.000$ .082$ .225$ .042$ C.029$ .089$
Q15$ C.100$ .082$ 1.000$ .196$ .194$ .149$ .196$
Q16$ .101$ .225$ .196$ 1.000$ .249$ .333$ .249$
Q17$ .178$ .042$ .194$ .249$ 1.000$ .386$ .398$
238$
$
Q18$ .007$ C.029$ .149$ .333$ .386$ 1.000$ .578$



















$ Q20$ Q21$ Q22$ Q23$ Q24$ Q25$ Q26$ Q27$ Q28$
Q20$ 1.000$ .061$ C.014$ .018$ .305$ .149$ .187$ .216$ .199$
Q21$ .061$ 1.000$ .341$ C.039$ .008$ .279$ .217$ .208$ C.021$
Q22$ C.014$ .341$ 1.000$ .009$ .016$ .240$ .334$ .065$ .066$
Q23$ .018$ C.039$ .009$ 1.000$ .309$ .106$ .157$ .282$ C.116$
239$
$
Q24$ .305$ .008$ .016$ .309$ 1.000$ .401$ .470$ .415$ .066$
Q25$ .149$ .279$ .240$ .106$ .401$ 1.000$ .676$ .566$ .203$
Q26$ .187$ .217$ .334$ .157$ .470$ .676$ 1.000$ .551$ .282$
Q27$ .216$ .208$ .065$ .282$ .415$ .566$ .551$ 1.000$ .313$




$ Q29$ Q30$ Q31$ Q32$ Q33$ Q34$ Q35$ Q36$ Q37$
Q29$ 1.000$ C.209$ .251$ .288$ .192$ .100$ .018$ .114$ C.149$
Q30$ C.209$ 1.000$ C.006$ C.026$ C.208$ .129$ C.029$ C.191$ .215$
Q31$ .251$ C.006$ 1.000$ .300$ .354$ C.027$ .111$ .123$ C.010$
Q32$ .288$ C.026$ .300$ 1.000$ .466$ C.059$ C.104$ .175$ C.019$
Q33$ .192$ C.208$ .354$ .466$ 1.000$ .092$ .014$ .136$ .062$
Q34$ .100$ .129$ C.027$ C.059$ .092$ 1.000$ .202$ C.078$ .124$
Q35$ .018$ C.029$ .111$ C.104$ .014$ .202$ 1.000$ .237$ C.111$
Q36$ .114$ C.191$ .123$ .175$ .136$ C.078$ .237$ 1.000$ .184$




$ Q38$ Q39$ Q40$ Q41$ Q42$
Q38$ 1.000$ .093$ .400$ .426$ .227$
Q39$ .093$ 1.000$ .149$ .101$ .212$
Q40$ .400$ .149$ 1.000$ .676$ .534$
240$
$
Q41$ .426$ .101$ .676$ 1.000$ .631$












$ Q43$ Q44$ Q45$ Q46$ Q47$ Q48$ Q49$
Q43$ 1.000$ C.083$ .055$ .002$ C.059$ C.218$ C.053$
Q44$ C.083$ 1.000$ .228$ .398$ .369$ C.013$ .188$
Q45$ .055$ .228$ 1.000$ .396$ .578$ .085$ .420$
Q46$ .002$ .398$ .396$ 1.000$ .390$ C.047$ .213$
Q47$ C.059$ .369$ .578$ .390$ 1.000$ .008$ .581$
Q48$ C.218$ C.013$ .085$ C.047$ .008$ 1.000$ .033$




$ Q50$ Q51$ Q52$ Q53$ Q54$ Q55$ Q56$ Q57$ Q58$
241$
$
Q50$ 1.000$ .190$ C.007$ C.008$ .235$ .047$ .110$ .176$ .145$
Q51$ .190$ 1.000$ C.137$ .158$ .034$ .288$ .254$ .077$ .067$
Q52$ C.007$ C.137$ 1.000$ C.113$ .133$ .074$ .263$ C.041$ .006$
Q53$ C.008$ .158$ C.113$ 1.000$ .195$ .280$ .207$ .289$ .185$
Q54$ .235$ .034$ .133$ .195$ 1.000$ .415$ .142$ C.005$ .312$
Q55$ .047$ .288$ .074$ .280$ .415$ 1.000$ .034$ C.011$ .148$
Q56$ .110$ .254$ .263$ .207$ .142$ .034$ 1.000$ .164$ .066$
Q57$ .176$ .077$ C.041$ .289$ C.005$ C.011$ .164$ 1.000$ .154$
Q58$ .145$ .067$ .006$ .185$ .312$ .148$ .066$ .154$ 1.000$
$
Inter\Item$Correlation$Matrix$
$ Q59$ Q60$ Q61$ Q62$ Q63$ Q64$ Q65$ Q66$ Q67$ Q68$ Q69$
Q59$ 1.000$ .294$ .294$ .075$ .026$ .148$ .149$ .143$ .050$ .080$ .080$
Q60$ .294$ 1.000$ .138$ C.009$ .114$ .115$ .128$ .250$ C.028$ .106$ C.079$
Q61$ .294$ .138$ 1.000$ .348$ .138$ .175$ .196$ .349$ C.008$ .178$ .047$
Q62$ .075$ C.009$ .348$ 1.000$ .456$ .170$ .004$ .258$ .013$ .122$ .036$
Q63$ .026$ .114$ .138$ .456$ 1.000$ .469$ .227$ .362$ .155$ .161$ .116$
Q64$ .148$ .115$ .175$ .170$ .469$ 1.000$ .219$ .158$ .364$ .207$ .240$
Q65$ .149$ .128$ .196$ .004$ .227$ .219$ 1.000$ .324$ .235$ .091$ .190$
Q66$ .143$ .250$ .349$ .258$ .362$ .158$ .324$ 1.000$ .241$ .138$ .057$
Q67$ .050$ C.028$ C.008$ .013$ .155$ .364$ .235$ .241$ 1.000$ .295$ .164$
Q68$ .080$ .106$ .178$ .122$ .161$ .207$ .091$ .138$ .295$ 1.000$ C.095$
Q69$ .080$ C.079$ .047$ .036$ .116$ .240$ .190$ .057$ .164$ C.095$ 1.000$
$
$ $
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$
$
$
$
$
$
